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SALESPEOPLE
SUCCESSFUL by Rick McCutcheon illustration Seth Rexilius

I
t’s been awhile since I sat down to write on the subject of sales force User adoption. So when CRMUG® approached me to take a plunge into these murky waters once more, I was eager to oblige. Maybe it is the passion I have for both 

technology and selling that adds to my excitement.  My work over the last 20 years has included engaging 
with dozens of sales organizations to help them plan 
and implement technology around their business 
processes. What I have learned over time is that many 
organizations still don’t understand the basic need to 
educate their sales teams on how technology can help 
improve their results.

Two situations of late come to mind. Th e fi rst situation 
was at a meeting with an electronics manufacturer who 
was discussing the upcoming high-priority roll-out of 
their CRM project. Th e second situation was a sales 
presentation from a software developer and another end 
User client who is a manufacturer looking to automate 
and streamline their quote generation process.In the fi rst situation, nearing the go-live date, the CRM 

project manager presented how technology was going to 
change the way the company sells its products and how 
CRM will speed up the sales process and lower sales costs. 
Th e project manager confi dently spoke about the project 
for some time until a senior sales representative fi nally 
brought up a very good point: “Most of our Customers 
don’t buy that way”. You could feel the disconnect in the 
room as the CRM project team had moved forward with 
reengineering the company’s sales process with little or 
no input from the sales team. Th e meeting was adjourned 
shortly thereafter, and you knew that the CRM project 
was in trouble and would soon be rejected by the sales 
team.

In the second situation, the software developer was 
discussing an online quoting product that would allow 
the manufacturer’s customers to create their own 
quotes over the Internet. Th e developer identifi ed that 
“this will save my client both time and money through 
reduced labor costs and real-time pricing for their 
customers”. During the presentation, the developer 
commented that their application “will eliminate the 
need for your salespeople to get involved with quoting.”  

At that point I could see visions of sugar plums dancing 
in the heads of the bean counters: no sales commission, 
no travel costs, “no sales force”. Th e same vision was not 
seen by the vice president; you could see a bit of anger 
building up as she wasn’t pleased with the software 
vendor coming in to discuss eliminating sales positions.

Now there may be truth to both the scenarios where 
the use of technology will reduce sales costs and time-
to-market for most organizations. However, most sales 
processes are very complex and not everything is black 
and white. In order to get sales organizations to embrace 
technology, it is important to get them to understand 
the value of the technology to them. In other words, 
how is technology going to help sales teams to sell more 
and make more commissions?Forward-thinking organizations are looking to 

evolve their sales processes and include their sales 
organizations in the design and the technology 
decision-making process. Let’s look at some of the ways 
that technology will help sales professionals improve 
their performance as well as how we can sell the sales 
team on technology.

Build a Repeatable Sales 
Process

Th is is an area where I have done much of my 
work over the past decade. Many companies fail to 
understand their own selling process, let alone the 
buying process of their Customers.  Technology, 
especially CRM, allows for the design and 
implementation of sales processes. Th is may be your 
best opportunity to engage the sales team and work 
with them to map out a winning sales process. Once 
the sales process is defi ned, you’ll fi nd many benefi ts 
from lead development to account management that 
provide greater value to the sales team. Th ese are great 
selling points, especially if you had the sales team 
assist in designing the process. 

Provide Better Sales DataTh is could be the best reason for sales teams to 
embrace technology. Sales professionals are always 
looking for better data and source of leads to help them 
make their job easier. It is a well-known fact in the world 
of sales management that new salespeople do a lot more 
prospecting than your long-term sales team members. 
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GAMIFICATION
by Pablo Peralta illustration Matt Mastrud

Y
ou invested time and money in a Microsoft Dynamics CRM project. Th e solution is User-friendly 

and fully integrates with Microsoft Offi  ce. Nevertheless, you fi nd yourself forcing people into 

the system because they are not using it or they are doing so at a very minimal level.

Th us, several of your expectations around implementing a CRM strategy are blown, and you 

may be thinking of just giving up, resigning yourself to live with lots of Excel spreadsheets and 

tons of daily emails. 
But…before you throw in the towel, you may want to read how gamifi cation of your business solution can 

change the picture. 

User Adoption: A Pervasive Problem

Over the years, while implementing CRM systems, I witnessed how diffi  cult and costly it was for smaller 

companies to drive adoption by their staff . It appeared even more diffi  cult in medium and larger companies, 

especially among the sales teams.Digging into this issue deeper, I came across many industry studies. For example, a well-known AMR study 

showed that 47 percent of companies reported serious challenges with User adoption, putting the project 

success in jeopardy. Another well-known study by Forrester Research cited lack of User adoption as the primary 

cause in 70 percent of failed CRM projects.

Gamifi cation in CRMThe New Paradigm for Achieving End User Engagement Painlessly

AMIFIFAMIAMMIAMIAMAM
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Generating more hot leads.  Converting more leads to fast wins. 

Deepening account relationships. And making CRM the sexiest 

revenue producer in town.

Your users will be begging for more.  

Contact microsoft@insideview.com to get your hands on a free 

trial or visit www.insideview.com/microsoft. 

Makes CRM 
Sexy Again

R E A L - T I M E  C R M  I N T E L L I G E N C E  I N S I D E  M I C R O S O F T  DY N A M I C S  C R M

Come visit us at CRMUG Summit
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Tony Stein
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U
ser adoption is the most important discipline in CRM success. As an arch-nemesis it 

doesn’t get any worse for CRM Users.  It is Thor’s Loki.  It is Superman’s Lex Luther.  It 

is Batman’s Joker.  Even Dora has one, so get the heck out of the way Swiper ’cause there is no 

swiping our CRM adventure.  The arch-nemesis of CRM success is User adoption.   

This is always a worthwhile theme to share and learn from one another.  It’s fitting then, 

that for this summer edition of CRMUG® Magazine, we gathered insight from several CRM 

industry experts to share their perspectives.  These perspectives include how cutting-edge 

capabilities such as gamification may help you realize higher CRM adoption rates and 

ultimately greater CRM success.   

In the spirit of User adoption, we will dive into 10 specific User adoption roundtable 

sessions at CRMUG Summit 2013 (www.crmugsummit.com).  User adoption topics include 

Organizational Change Management, Data Integrity, Social CRM, and even Small and Large 

CRM Deployment discussions.   Altogether this year’s CRMUG Summit will provide about 25 

roundtable or panel of expert sessions that include good stuff for the technical and developer 

audience. Plus Summit will include Ask the MVPs and Techie Talks.  Needless to say, peer-to-

peer networking and learning will be at their best at what will be again the largest, yet most 

intimate, worldwide Microsoft Dynamics CRM User group event.

Have a great summer, and see you at Summit!

Tony Stein

CRMUG Director 
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events

Special Interest Group (SIG) 

Sessions

AUGUST 6 – User Adoption – Avoiding Data Quality Pain in 
Microsoft Dynamics CRM: Impact on User Adoption

AUGUST 8 – Social – Using Social to Replicate the Client 
Golf Game

AUGUST 14 – Marketing – Marketing Lessons from Lady Gaga

AUGUST 15 – Mobility – State of Mobility

AUGUST 20 – Data Integrity – The High Cost of Inaccurate 
Data in Microsoft Dynamics CRM

SEPTEMBER 10 – Manufacturing – Features of a Great 
External Sales Channel Portal

SEPTEMBER 12 – Social – The Magic Bullet for Microsoft 
Dynamics CRM Adoption

SEPTEMBER 17 – Data Integrity – Data Quality and Orion: 
The Future of Customer Data Quality

SEPTEMBER 19 – User Adoption – Role of Training in 
Maximizing ROI from Microsoft Dynamics CRM

Workshop Sessions

AUGUST 6 – xRMUG Webinar: Performance Troubleshooting 
Tips and Tricks featuring Chris Cognetta

AUGUST 21 – CRMUG Tampa Summit Preview

AUGUST 27 – CRMUG User Group Information and Orientation

AUGUST 28 – CRMUG Partner Event – CRMUG Partner 
Benefits and What It Means to You!

SEPTEMBER 5 – CRMUG Tampa Summit Preview

SEPTEMBER 18 – Partner Showcase: WennSoft

SEPTEMBER 18 – CRMUG Tampa Summit Review

SEPTEMBER 24 – CRMUG User Group Information and 
Orientation

OCTOBER 3 – Partner Showcase: Ignify

Academy Courses 

AUGUST 6 – Installing Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011 from 
Start to Finish

AUGUST 27 – Training and Beyond: Successful User 
Adoption for Microsoft Dynamics CRM

SEPTEMBER 10 – Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011 
Management and Troubleshooting

Regional Chapter Meetings

AUGUST 7 – PacWest (Seattle) – Bellevue, WA

AUGUST 8 – Minnesota (Twin Cities) – Edina, MN

AUGUST 16 – Denmark – Kgs. Lyndby, Denmark

AUGUST 16 – Wisconsin – Milwaukee, WI

AUGUST 16 – New England (Boston) – Cambridge, MA

AUGUST 20 – Texas (San Antonio) – San Antonio, TX

AUGUST 21 – Colorado (Denver) – Denver, CO

AUGUST 22 – Midwest (Chicago) – Downer’s Grove, IL

AUGUST 22 – Kansas (Kansas City) – Overland Park, KS

AUGUST 22 – Ohio (Cincinnati/Ohio River Valley) – 
Cincinnati, OH

AUGUST 22 – Texas (Dallas) - Las Colinas, TX

SEPTEMBER 5 – Texas (Houston) – Houston, TX

SEPTEMBER 11 – MidAtlantic (Washington DC) –  
Chevy Chase, MD

SEPTEMBER 12 – Florida (Tampa Bay) – Tampa, FL

SEPTEMBER 12 – Florida (Miami/Ft. Lauderdale) – TBD

SEPTEMBER 12 – Florida (Jacksonville) – TBD

SEPTEMBER 13 – Wisconsin (Fox Valley) – Menasha, WI

SEPTEMBER 13 – California (Orange County/Irvine) – Irvine, CA

SEPTEMBER 17 – Utah – Lehi, UT 

SEPTEMBER 18 – Calgary – Calgary, AB

SEPTEMBER 19 – Carolinas – Charlotte, NC

SEPTEMBER 26 – Canada National Meeting – Vancouver, BC; 
Regina, SK; Ottawa, ON; Montreal, QC; and Toronto, ON

In-person Events

THE PARTNER CONNECTIONS EVENT 
October 20-22 | Tampa, Florida 
www.thepartnerconnectionsevent.com

CRMUG ACADEMY PRE-CONFERENCE TRAINING 

October 21 | Tampa Convention Center | Tampa, Florida

www.CRMUGsummit.com/pre-conference-training

CRMUG SUMMIT 2013  
October 22-24 | Tampa Convention Center | Tampa, Florida

www.CRMUGsummit.com

The event calendar on www.CRMUG.com and the weekly CRMUG® newsletter are your 
best sources for the latest CRMUG event information as this list is subject to change. 
Events are added weekly, so check back often and get registered for the next exciting 
CRMUG event.
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news
PANDORA Opens Its Largest Store in the Nordic Region

PANDORA recently opened a new Concept Store in Copenhagen on the pedestrian street Strøget. 

The 80-square-metre store – PANDORA’s largest in the Nordic region – opened for business in April. 

Like other PANDORA Concept Stores, the new Amagertorv location offers the complete PANDORA 

jewelry collection.

Centrally located on one of Denmark’s busiest shopping streets, the new store is in line with 

PANDORA’s strategy of focusing on branded sales channels by upgrading existing stores and opening 

new Concept Stores. PANDORA Nordic also recently opened its first Concept Store in Norway in the 

popular tourist city of Bergen.

“The excitement that our customers around the world experience when they encounter the complete 

PANDORA universe should, of course, be readily available in Denmark, where it all began. We are 

proud to open yet another PANDORA Concept Store in the Nordic region – a store that is not only the 

largest in the area, but also offers our customers a unique jewelry experience,” said Kasper Grue, vice 

president PANDORA Nordic.

At the end of 2012, PANDORA had 10,374 points of sale worldwide, including nearly 900 Concept 

Stores in about 50 countries. In 2012, Concept Stores generated 47 percent of the company’s direct sales.

PANDORA has Concept Stores in major cities including New York, Rio de Janeiro, London, Paris, 

Moscow, Hong Kong, Sydney, and Beijing and expects to open about 150 more Concept Stores in 2013.

Hotel Company Wins Award for Creative and 

Compassionate Use of Technology 

The integration of technology and community outreach has earned Choice Hotels International, 

Inc. (NYSE: CHH), one of the world’s largest hotel companies, a prestigious distinction. Hospitality 

Technology Magazine has honored Choice Hotels with a 2013 Visionary Award for utilizing its industry-

leading choiceADVANTAGE web-based technology platform to redistribute AMBER Alerts to help in 

the search for abducted children. The Visionary Award recognizes companies that are taking creative 

approaches to innovation and are leveraging technology in compelling ways.

Working with NCMEC as a secondary distributor, Choice Hotels is helping to broaden the reach 

Community NewsDARPA 

Director 

Shares Vision 

on Technology, 

Commercial 

Applications at 

SPIE Defense, 

Security, and 

Sensing

Defense Advanced 
Research Projects Agency 
(DARPA) Director Arati 
Prabhakar told a capacity 
audience on opening day of 
SPIE Defense, Security, and 
Sensing in Baltimore: “If we 
do our job, and you work 
with us, all of us get to be 
part of creating a whole new 
generation of technology for 
national security.”

Prabhakar’s symposium 
plenary talk wrapped up the 
first day of the annual event. 
About 5,500 registered 
attendees took in the event’s 
technical conferences, 
educational short courses, 
and three-day free exhibition 
and job fair.

In her talk, Prabhakar 
illustrated what she 
termed the “virtuous cycle 
(of) defense needs and 
commercial opportunity” 
with numerous examples. 
Many featured the 
important role photonics 
play in current applications 
such as night vision, 
smart prostheses, and 
cyber security. Her talk 
underscored reports heard 
in the conference rooms 
throughout the day.

g y p g
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of the AMBER Alert system. The arrangement allows for AMBER Alert messages to post on the 

computer screens of choiceADVANTAGE property management system users in the area of active 

alerts almost as soon as they have been issued by law enforcement and redistributed by NCMEC. 

Since 2009, when this arrangement began, choiceADVANTAGE has processed more than 600 alerts 

nationwide. 

Blooming Boxes Filter Industrial Storm Water at the 

Port of Tacoma

April showers bring May flowers. At the Port of Tacoma’s administration building, they also help 

control storm water pollution while blooming with color. In time for Earth Day (April 22), Port staff 

spent a lunch hour planting four downspout treatment boxes to keep pollutants from flowing into 

Commencement Bay. Anita Fichthorn, Port of Tacoma’s water quality project manager, designed the 

boxes to filter the heavy metals picked up by rainwater coming off the roof. The boxes were engineered 

and built by Port facilities development and maintenance staff using materials readily available at local 

hardware and building supply stores. The boxes – nicknamed Coho, Steelhead, Chum, and King – cost 

about $600 each to build. They mimic the natural environment to filter pollutants. Nestled in a bio-

retention soil mix of sand and compost that controls the flow of water, the plants take up zinc and other 

pollutants to use during photosynthesis. 

“The boxes play a key role in our efforts to control heavy metal releases from our industrial properties,” 

Fichthorn said. “They also help us comply with the terms of our storm water permit.”

The boxes were tested last year at Pierce County Terminal and the Port’s maintenance facility. Those 

pilot boxes removed 99 percent of metals, particularly zinc and copper. 

AARP Foundation Joins Forces with Feeding America to 

Provide Low-Income Older Adults Nutritious Food

Feeding America recently announced that it received a $500,000 grant from AARP Foundation in 

support of its Senior Grocery Program. The program provides low-income older adults who are at risk 

of hunger access to nutritious food, including fresh produce, that they can easily prepare and consume 

at home.

The food provided through the Senior Grocery Program complements the 

shelf-stable food that eligible older Americans receive through the Commodity 

Supplemental Food Program (CSFP), a federal program that includes people older 

than 60. Also, the Senior Grocery Program helps address the growing food needs 

of older Americans not served through the U.S. government feeding program.

 “AARP Foundation’s $500,000 grant to Feeding America helps bolster the 

continued efforts of both of our organizations in the fight against older adult 

hunger,” said Jo Ann Jenkins, AARP Foundation president. “By aligning with an 

organization that has a proven track record in hunger relief, we are able to multiply 

our work with local organizations nationwide to reach more people and make 

resources go further.” CRMUG

Do you have 
news you’d 
like to share 
in the next 
issue of 
CRMUG® 
Magazine? 
Simply 
email it to 
News@
CRMUG.com 
and we’d 
be happy 
to share it 
here!
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boardMEET THE

EMAIL 
Christinefurminger@ncfe.org.uk

TITLE
Program Manager

What made you decide to become a board member?

I hope to retire in less than three years from full-time employment and would like to have 

the opportunity to be involved in something that I am passionate about until that time.  

What is your vision for CRMUG®?

I think that by having a background in training, I am able to bring those skills to 

support the CRMUG in growing its training resources.  I am an advocate of Microsoft 

Dynamics CRM and have been involved in creating a system at NCFE that I am 

extremely proud of and would like to share with other Members. I think it would be 

hugely beneficial to have a CRMUG UK Chapter represented on the Advisory Board. I 

will bring enthusiasm, ideas, and experience and will be able to learn from others, and 

then be in a position to share that knowledge within my own network.

Christine Furminger NCFE

EMAIL 
Emorin@rdmcorp.com

TITLE
Director of Operations

What made you decide to become a board member? 

I wanted to provide representation from Canadian CRMUG Members as it relates to 

board topics.

What is your vision for CRMUG?

The User group is a solid resource for networking, both virtually and in person, 

with others that share a common platform, which often means common challenges 

and sometimes means common solutions. Building on the shared pool of unbiased 

knowledge and experience of the group is a very efficient and cost-effective way to get 

the most out of Microsoft Dynamics CRM within our own organizations.

Eric Morin RDM Corporation

EMAIL 
Fenneranf@ntelos.com

TITLE
Senior Research Analyst

What made you decide to become a board member? 

I believe in the future of CRMUG and of Microsoft Dynamics CRM and wanted to be 

involved in helping make it widely used and supported.

What is your vision for CRMUG?

I want to help make CRMUG a community of Members that share information about 

how to use the product in both standard and unique ways, a community that helps 

drive the product and make it superior to all others in the marketplace.

Frank Fenneran NTELOS Wireless

EMAIL 
Tiffani.harding@ergodyne.com

TITLE
Inside Sales Manager

What made you decide to become a board member? 

I am a huge advocate of Microsoft Dynamics CRM, and I would love the opportunity 

to promote it and work for continuous improvements! I believe I may bring a different 

perspective to the board. I’m not a technical person, but I am a process person, and I 

can bring a sales and Customer support User perspective.

What is your vision for CRMUG? 

My vision for CRMUG is to make it a resource for all Microsoft Dynamics CRM Users 

to network, collaborate, share best practices, and learn about what’s new! In other 

words, a group focused on educating and providing solutions for all Members.

Tiffani Harding Ergodyne
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membersW E L C O M E  T O  O U R  N E W

Briggs & Stratton
Camfil
Comprehensive Computer Solutions 

(CCS Inc.)
Coopers DIY dba Mr. Beer
CTU Faculty of Electrical Engineering
Didion Milling Inc.
Eagle Corporation
Embry Riddle Aeronautical University
Exeter Friendly Society Limited
Faculty of Economics and Business, 

University of Maribor

This quarter we’re proud to feature Comprehensive Computer Solutions  

(better known as CCS-Inc.), one of our newest Premium Members.  

We’re glad to have the CSS-Inc. team as part of CRMUG! 

CCS-Inc. helps companies excel in their markets by providing industrial computing expertise, reliable 

turnkey systems, and thorough lifecycle management that supports their operations and product 

development efforts. 

“We use both Microsoft Dynamics GP and Microsoft Dynamics CRM,” says Richard Bussey, enterprise 

architect for CSS-Inc. “As a GPUG® Member, we recognized the substantial benefit of the Member resources 

available. With the minimal price tag associated with membership, the ROI is well worth the cost. For these 

reasons and a focus on education, problem resolutions, and community involvement, we decided to join 

CRMUG® as well.”

Richard further shares that having access to so many Users in common industries with similar issues  

is invaluable. 

Welcome to the new Members who have invested in CRMUG Premium membership and Partner membership this year! At press time, 

the group’s grand total of Member organizations is 3,208. Each new Member adds value not only to their own organization, but also 

to the entire CRMUG community as they share their knowledge and experiences. Please note that these organizations have given 

CRMUG permission to share their name publicly.

FOMENTO OCUPACIONAL 
FOC SL

Kelly Roofing
Micro Matic USA Inc.
New Century Health
Progressive Components
Pyrotek
Saint Leo University
Sales6ix
San Francisco Housing Authority
Sleeman Breweries
Sofia University

Again, thank you for your contributions, and welcome to CRMUG! If you, too, want to explore the benefits of CRMUG Premium 

membership and take advantage of membership opportunities, simply visit www.CRMUG.com > Join CRMUG. Our Premium 

Members are the lifeblood of our organization and enable us to continue to provide valuable networking, educational events, and 

solution-specific programming. CRMUG

Premium Members Added Last Quarter

Assistance Software
Jitterbit

Premium Partner Members Added Last Quarter

SPIE
Texas Association of School Boards
Unilock Ltd
Universidad de Guadalajara - 

CUCEA
University of Massachusetts 

Dartmouth
University of Wisconsin-Stout
Wixon, Inc
Wood Group Mustang
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W
hen Todd Brotzman 

sees an opportunity to 

contribute, he is not 

shy about raising his 

hand. This is how his 

role as project manager morphed into CRM 

administrator. “When we were just starting 

with CRM, I put myself out there to take it on 

because I realized it needed an overseer,” he says.

With 9,000 customers in 45 countries, 

Shelby specializes in solutions and services 

for nonprofits, with an emphasis on churches 

and denominations. Congregations relying 

on Shelby range in size from 200 to 20,000 

members; the company also counts four 

Salvation Army territories as well as many 

denomination headquarters among its 

customers. 

Functional areas covered by Shelby’s 

offerings include: member management, 

financial management, HQ management, 

online solutions, and integrations, which 

are made possible with Partner add-ons 

and services.  The PC-based client/server 

solution offerings are collectively known as 

Shelby V5, Shelby Church, Shelby Financials, 

and Shelby HQ.  The online component is a 

hosted framework that helps bridge cloud-

based functions with the core back-end 

system.  Shelby’s solutions also include the 

functionality required for fund accounting, 

which emphasizes accountability over profit.

It was with the launch of Shelby Arena 

that Microsoft Dynamics CRM entered the 

company’s enterprise CRM initiative. Arena is 

web-based and can be deployed on-premise or 

hosted in the cloud. Like other Shelby offerings, 

Arena was developed to meet the needs often 

faced by churches, such as managing member 

data and donor relations.

During the Arena product launch, Shelby 

was initiating its implementation of Microsoft 

Dynamics CRM and leveraging Team 

Foundation Server (TFS) to build an in-house 

integration between the services component 

within the solution and the developers, who 

manage customer feedback in order to resolve 

problems. “The integration we built helps 

us more efficiently track the calls so that our 

developers can better test, build, and track 

the entire resolution process,” Todd says. 

The response to the integration has been 

overwhelmingly positive.

Shelby’s newest product, Shelby Financials 

Online, launches in Q3 2013. Todd managed 

the implementation of the new and improved 

integration from the marketplace, which he 

says gives him confidence in the integration’s 

longevity. 

While the tight connection between 

customers and developers – made possible 

by Microsoft Dynamics CRM – may grab 

the most attention, it is far from the only 

item on Todd’s list of what he likes about the 

technology.  “Since the beginning of our CRM 

initiative, our goal has been to have fewer silos,” 

he says.  “Our senior management wanted an 

enterprise-wide solution. Marketing, sales, and 

support were all separate and disconnected, so 

our goal has been to build connections and 

have all of our customer information in one 

place.” Todd reports the solution is proving 

its worth for Shelby’s sales team, customer 

support, and for professional services, which 

contracts with trainers who provide clients 

with training on their new technology.  The 

company uses Microsoft Dynamics CRM to 

generate reports on the trainers’ activities, 

including the number and type of trainings 

they deliver.

On the sales side of the business, the use of 

Microsoft Dynamics CRM is a work in progress.  

“Our goal has been to get all the sales reporting 

produced through the solution.  Utilizing the 

Shelby 

Systems, Inc.

COMPANY
Shelby Systems, Inc.

HEADQUARTERS
Cordova, Tennessee 

 
INTERVIEWEE
Todd Brotzman,  

CRM administrator/ 
project manager

 
EMAIL 

Todd.brotzman@shelbyinc.com

WEBSITE 
www.shelbysytems.com

ESTABLISHED 
1976

NUMBER OF 
EMPLOYEES 

103

MICROSOFT DYNAMICS CRM 
USER SINCE

2006

NUMBER OF USERS
114 

CRMUG®  
MEMBER SINCE 

2009

Microsoft Dynamics 

CRM Helps Knock Down 

Silos and Connect 

Customer Experience 

with Developer Expertise

®
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Convergence 2014
Will You Be There?
Fact: 98% of customers who attend Convergence 
choose to attend again.
If you’re a Convergence veteran, you know it pays 
to plan ahead to make the most of your 
conference experience.
And if you’re new to the Convergence experience, 
start planning now and get in on all the latest 
updates and savings!

For more information go to:
www.microsoft.com/dynamics/convergence
or email mbs-evnt@microsoft.com
with questions.

Save the Date!
Convergence Atlanta
March 4-7, 2014

4-7

showcaseU S E R  M E M B E R

Quotes Entity (with some light customization), proposals and 

contract reports have been developed and published to Microsoft 

Dynamics CRM and are currently being refined for optimal results,” 

Todd says.  Recognizing that churches have different needs, Shelby’s 

sales consultants meet with potential customers to gain a thorough 

understanding of what the organization is trying to achieve and 

then select the most suitable combination of products and services, 

which generates the bid.  While the sales team is still new to the 

CRM technology for estimating (a Microsoft Excel® spreadsheet was 

used previously), Todd says he is quite pleased with it.  “We used the 

Opportunity and Quote Entity right out of the box, plus workflows,” 

he says.  “We have the price list and product associations already in 

Microsoft Dynamics CRM, so it’s not as complex as maintaining a 

template.”

That’s a sentiment that mirrors how he feels about Microsoft 

Dynamics CRM overall: “The ability to tailor it right out of the box 

is fantastic,” he says.  “I have more than 100 workflows going.”  Even 

though they have covered all the major operational areas in their 

master implementation plan, work on the system is an ongoing 

endeavor.  So far, 20 custom entities have been added to handle 

various operational requirements.  Todd reports that he has also 

leveraged solution add-ons from ClickDimensions, PowerObjects, 

Management Technology Solutions, Quantum Whisper, and others.  

After migrating professional services to Microsoft Dynamics 

CRM last year, Todd says he thought about expanding the scope 

of the solution (a customer portal is one of the new offerings he’s 

considered), but for now, he’s focused on refining.

Todd is also learning from other Microsoft Dynamics CRM Users 

through CRMUG.  “I like to see what other Users are experiencing and 

contribute by helping answer questions if they have a configuration 

similar to ours,” he says.  Since there is not a group in the Memphis 

area, his group experience has been online and at CRMUG Summit. 

Stay tuned, because you never know when someone in the area may 

raise his hand and start a local chapter.    CRMUG
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TIPS & TRICKS

Situation

Often times in larger organizations that use Microsoft Dynamics 

CRM, there are multiple departments that will have to work 

together to close an opportunity, many times doing so from different 

geographical office locations.  Communication here is critical.  Even 

if information and updates are detailed in Microsoft Dynamics CRM, 

an account manager may not even know when his/her account is 

being communicated with by other team members or departments if 

he or she does not happen to check Microsoft Dynamics CRM.  

Solution

Create a workflow that fires on the “Notes” section of an account, 

contact, opportunity, lead, or other entity in Microsoft Dynamics 

CRM and then sends an email notification directly to the account 

manager.  

In the below workflow “Note Added Notification”, you see the 

condition, where the note added condition is satisfied for the entities 

including account, opportunity, contact, and lead:

If any of these entities’ “Notes” section contains data, and the 

owner does not equal the owner of the record, the owner is notified. 

In other words, if a Microsoft Dynamics CRM User enters a Note 

into someone else’s record, then an email message is sent through 

Microsoft Dynamics CRM to the owner of that record.

 

 

 

 

 

 

The “Send Email” notification dialog looks like this:

And here is the message the owner of the record receives when 

another Microsoft Dynamics CRM User adds a “Note” in their record 

(in this case, “Opportunity”)

You can see all the relevant details in the email, including the 

opportunity, the account, and the User who added the note, as well as 

a link that will take the recipient right to the record!

Summary

In this example, Sallie was able to communicate to Mike about a crucial 

development regarding an opportunity with one of his most important 

accounts – all through Microsoft Dynamics CRM.  So, by utilizing 

the workflow feature in Microsoft Dynamics CRM to fire an email 

notification, account managers are always kept in the know! CRMUG

Christopher W. Bradley is corporate relations administrator at  

Project Management Institute (PMI). He can be reached at  

Christopher.bradley@pmi.org or 610-356-4600, ext. 5036.

Ensuring Account Managers  
are In the Know!
by Christopher W. Bradley
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by Rick McCutcheon 
illustration Seth Rexilius

I
t’s been awhile since I sat down to write on the subject of sales force User adoption. 

So when CRMUG® approached me to take a plunge into these murky waters once 

more, I was eager to oblige. Maybe it is the passion I have for both technology and 

selling that adds to my excitement.  

My work over the last 20 years has included engaging with dozens of sales 

organizations to help them plan and implement technology around their business processes. 

What I have learned over time is that many organizations still don’t understand the basic need 

to educate their sales teams on how technology can help improve their results.

Two situations of late come to mind. The first situation was at a meeting with an electronics 

manufacturer who was discussing the upcoming high-priority roll-out of their CRM project. 

The second situation was a sales presentation from a software developer and another end 

User client who is a manufacturer looking to automate and streamline their quote generation 

process.

In the first situation, nearing the go-live date, the CRM project manager presented how 

technology was going to change the way the company sells its products and how CRM will 

speed up the sales process and lower sales costs. The project manager confidently spoke about 

the project for some time until a senior sales representative finally brought up a very good point: 

“Most of our Customers don’t buy that way”. You could feel the disconnect in the room as the 

CRM project team had moved forward with reengineering the company’s sales process with 

little or no input from the sales team. The meeting was adjourned shortly thereafter, and you 

knew that the CRM project was in trouble and would soon be rejected by the sales team.

In the second situation, the software developer was discussing an online quoting product 

that would allow the manufacturer’s customers to create their own quotes over the Internet. 

The developer identified that “this will save my client both time and money through reduced 

labor costs and real-time pricing for their customers”. During the presentation, the developer 

commented that their application “will eliminate the need for your salespeople to get involved 

with quoting.”  At that point I could see visions of sugar plums dancing in the heads of the bean 

counters: no sales commission, no travel costs, “no sales force”. The same vision was not seen by 

the vice president; you could see a bit of anger building up as she wasn’t pleased with the software 

vendor coming in to discuss eliminating sales positions.

Now there may be truth to both the scenarios where the use of technology will reduce 

sales costs and time-to-market for most organizations. However, most sales processes are 

very complex and not everything is black and white. In order to get sales organizations to 

embrace technology, it is important to get them to understand the value of the technology 

to them. In other words, how is technology going to help sales teams to sell more and make 

more commissions?

Forward-thinking organizations are looking to evolve their sales processes and include 

their sales organizations in the design and the technology decision-making process. Let’s look 

at some of the ways that technology will help sales professionals improve their performance 

as well as how we can sell the sales team on technology.

Build a Repeatable Sales Process

This is an area where I have done much of my work over the past decade. Many companies 

fail to understand their own selling process, let alone the buying process of their Customers.  

Technology, especially CRM, allows for the design and implementation of sales processes. 

This may be your best opportunity to engage the sales team and work with them to map out 

a winning sales process. Once the sales process is defined, you’ll find many benefits from lead 

development to account management that provide greater value to the sales team. These are 

great selling points, especially if you had the sales team assist in designing the process. 

Provide Better Sales Data

This could be the best reason for sales teams to embrace technology. Sales professionals 

are always looking for better data and source of leads to help them make their job easier. It 

is a well-known fact in the world of sales management that new salespeople do a lot more 

prospecting than your long-term sales team members. This is mostly due to the fact that 
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they have more time to look for new accounts, and 

the seasoned professionals are busy working sales 

processes they may have started months back. I have 

found that sales professionals will spend more time 

in their CRM system if we can feed them quality 

information in the form of potential new leads or by 

having Partners and Customers add their own data to 

the system. Several Microsoft Dynamics CRM add-on 

products that I have used to accomplish this are:

 » Adxstudio Portals - This application is a web-

based application that directly links Microsoft 

Dynamics CRM to Customers, prospects, and 

Partners, allowing them to view, edit, and even 

create new records (of any kind) in your CRM 

system. Adxstudio can be used for any type of 

self-serve online forms and/or event registration, 

case management, and PRM applications (Partner 

relationship management). www.adxstudio.com

 » InsideView - When I teach sales force automation 

best practices, I always make sure to mention this 

product. When I do, I notice every salesperson 

in the room writes the name down. InsideView 

is a personal search engine built directly into 

Microsoft Dynamics CRM. This application 

uses Smart Agents technology to find and 

alert salespeople on key events and updates 

for their prospects, Partners, and Customers 

and allows them to import this information 

directly into Microsoft Dynamics CRM.  

www.InsideView.com 

 » CRMGamified® - This is a new category of 

technology now being deployed in Microsoft 

Dynamics CRM. The application allows you to  

create sales contests – including on-screen 

alerts for sales wins and competitive sales 

dashboards – directly in Microsoft Dynamics 

CRM. I feel that making a competitive 

game around sales while adding data to 

your CRM system is absolutely brilliant.   

www.crmgamified.com

Manage Selling Time

Every successful sales professional I have met is truly 

driven to succeed and is willing to get out of bed an 

hour earlier to make those extra sales calls. So when 

talking to your sales organization about CRM, point 

out how it will allow them to better manage their time 
through faster access to information and the ability to 
share information easily across the sales team. I have 

met many salespeople who explained to me that they 

do not have time to put their information into a CRM 

system. But when I observe the same salespeople, I 

watch them spend five times as much time looking 

for the information that didn’t get added to the CRM 

system.

Manage the Size and 

Complexity of the Sales 

Territory

This is a special concern when speaking to sales 

management. CRM can paint a big picture view of 

what’s going on in and across sales territories. Use 

of this technology will allow for the rightsizing of 

territories in understanding the requirements needed 

for lead, prospect, and account. 

Understanding the 

Competition

Most sales organizations don’t have a good 

understanding of who they are competing against. 

By tracking competitors against your sales process 

in CRM, your sales team will now have better 

information for improving win rates. For example, as a 

sales manager, if I can look across all my opportunities 

and have an accurate picture of who I was competing 

against, I know what kind of help I need to supply for 

my sales team. More importantly, if I have information 

on who I am losing to and why, I can make better 

decisions in the future. 

In closing, sales productivity and CRM and 

related technologies cannot be separated.  Successful 

salespeople will embrace technology only after they 

have seen how it will enhance the effectiveness of their 

sales process. Automation for the sake of automation 

won’t work.  CRMUG 

Rick McCutcheon is the managing partner of Adxstudio 
Inc. and chairman of the Microsoft Dynamics CRM 
User Group in Canada. Rick has been involved in the 
CRM industry since 1990 as an executive, reseller, board 
member, educator, consultant, and professional speaker. 
Contact Rick at Rick.mcCutcheon@adxstudio.com.

...when talking to your sales organization about CRM, point out how 
it will allow them to better manage their time through faster access to  

information and the ability to share information easily across the sales team.
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ChoiceSoft LLC
Cutting Edge Business SOlution Provider

One Screen to complete the sales.

.

.

.

.
.

Extremely simple, easy to create and update 
opportunity, quotes, orders and Invoices   
quickly in MS CRM
 

Multiple quote, order and invoice notes or 
disclaimers by creating note templates
 

Product Kit configuration
 

Credit Card reading and receipt printing
 

Linked to the opportunity\quote\order level 
details and display the existing quotes\orders   
in a tab
 

Convert opportunities to quotes or to orders, 
and quotes to orders





Congratulations Paul Brainard from SPIE for winning the Spring 2013 Word Find. Your prize 

is in the mail, Paul! Below are 25 words that relate to the topics and theme in this issue of 

CRMUG® Magazine. These words can be found in the grid horizontally, vertically, diagonally, 

backwards, and forwards. Submit your completed Word Find for a chance to win a gift 

certificate; simply scan and email your entry to Wordfind@CRMUG.com.

Academy  

Account Managers  

Adam Vero  

Automation  

CCS Inc  

Collaborate  

Community  

CRMUG  

Fred Studer  

Gamification  

Knowledge  

Learn  

Microsoft Dynamics  

NameplateUSA  

Networking  

Premium  

Qgate Software  

Regional Chapters  

Rick McCutcheon  

Sharing  

Shelby Systems  

Summit  

User Adoption  

Volunteer

Webinars  
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W
hen Clarissa Simpson 

joined Nameplates, Inc. 

in the summer of 2010, 

she was given a mission 

rather than a title: Learn 

the business. So she started on the front lines, in 

sales and customer service, a group in which the 

technical expertise is such that engineers often 

call for advice on what sort of tag or label would 

be best suited for the product they’re designing.

Currently in its 40th year of business, Nameplates is not just 

the name of the company but its function as well. It was started 

in 1973 by Marjorie Conley, who Clarissa counted as both a 

friend and a mentor, and has been proudly woman-owned and 

managed ever since. In fact, Nameplates has been recognized 

as a distinguished woman-owned small business by the Small 

Business Association. 

Marjorie’s vision, called the Legacy of Value, serves as the 

foundation for the business today. From eight buildings situated 

on two city blocks at the edge of downtown Tulsa, Oklahoma, 

Simpson says the company’s range is better shown than told by 

simply looking around and noticing all the product labels, safety 

decals, and identification plates on everything from electronic 

devices to heavy machinery to aircraft. NPI currently has more 

than 4,000 customers, ranging from smaller local outfits to 

international brands such as Toshiba and American Airlines. 

The database has more than 75,000 active parts, ranging from 

simple labels to complex chemically-etched metal plates. Parts 

are design specified, ordered, and manufactured prior to being 

sent to customers for their end use. 

Clarissa’s role at Nameplates evolved as the recession was 

beginning to lift. “I promised to work on certain things, including 

making sure we could weather the next recession,” she says. “We 

have a very loyal base of customers, and they were loyal during 

the recession, but they simply didn’t have as much business as 

they’d had previously.”

Adding that to her job description led to Microsoft Dynamics 

CRM. “We were already using Outlook, so in January 2011 we 

Sustainability
FOCUSING ON
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actionM E M B E R  I N

started moving data into Microsoft Dynamics CRM,” she recalls. 

“CRM administrator was added to my roles, and in May 2012, 

we began our move toward using Microsoft Dynamics CRM to 

provide reliable business intelligence.” 

The processes and systems at the heart of the business 

intelligence Clarissa is after are what led her to a commitment 

to becoming a more environmentally responsible organization. 

“Green initiatives are directly linked to quality processes,” she 

says. “One of my roles here is quality systems management, so 

I’m very involved in our go-green initiative. Brooke Hamilton, 

our president and founder’s granddaughter, is passionate about 

establishing a sustainability action plan for our Go-Green 

Initiative at NPI.” 

Under the initiative, NPI reduces not only its own carbon 

footprint, but also the carbon footprint of its customers as well. 

In the digital printing division, for example, the company now 

uses a line of printers that are more energy efficient and that use 

latex ink, which is non-combustible, requires no ventilation, and 

reduces overall storage, handling, and waste disposal challenges. 

And, since the graphics printed with latex ink are odorless, they 

can be used in medical settings or by companies in the food 

service industry. 

Simpson sees what she’s doing as part of a move toward greater 

sustainability. “We’ve made an intentional investment to become 

more energy efficient,” she says.  “It is all part of working toward a 

sustainability recognition award from SIGA (Specialty Graphics 

and Imaging Association), which we hope to attain in 2014.”

Another way that Nameplates has reduced energy consumption 

is by switching from five days of operation to four. “The reduction 

in energy consumption made possible by switching to four 10-

hour days has been significant,” Simpson says. 

In the future, she plans to harness the power of Microsoft 

Dynamics CRM even more as NPI’s initiatives expand. “All of 

our practices – including the green initiative – tie together, and 

they all tie into our CRM system,” she says. “We’re customizing 

Microsoft Dynamics CRM so that we can use it to manage quality 

processes such as auditing energy and sustainability. It will be 

a system of checks and balances, and it will provide a source of 

even greater business intelligence.”

Simpson feels good on a human level about her company’s 

commitment to more environmentally-friendly practices. At the 

same time, she thinks it’s good for business. “It’s about serving 

our customers in an eco-friendly way,” she says. “Many companies 

– especially local businesses and events – mandate sustainability 

in their purchasing requirements.”

And, like almost all aspects of business, the green initiative 

at NPI transcends local and is in fact global. “We’re all part of 

the supply chain for our respective customer base, and we’re 

all a part of the circle of life for manufacturing,” she says. 

“We’re becoming a much more global community, and in the 

global supply chain priorities tend to revolve around long-term 

sustainability for business growth.”  CRMUG
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USER ADOPTION
Should I 
Attend?  
Are You:

 » Struggling with 
User adoption, or

 » Planning to 
deploy CRM, or

 » Wanting to 
journey with 
others in your 
shoes?

User Adoption 
Success 
Factors

 » Scope and Vision
 » Executive 

Leadership
 » Ownership and 

Support
 » Communication
 » Accessibility
 » Process Adoption
 » System Function
 » Data Quality
 » End-User 

Motivation
 » Training and 

Reinforcement

by Gretchen Opferkew

K
eep your eye out for more opportunities to discuss User adoption with other CRMUG® 

Members. In May, the CRMUG Academy offered its first four-hour online workshop 

on User adoption called “Training and Beyond: Successful User Adoption for CRM”. 

By limiting the registration to 12 participants, the workshop focused on learning as 

much from each other as from the course materials.  

The workshop unfolds as such: After each participant introduces themselves, the agenda starts 

with an overview of 10 success factors in User adoption. Participants take an assessment designed 

to surface the ingredients of User adoption that need improvement in their unique organizations. 

In May’s workshop, one participant shared how this exercise alone helped her start thinking about 

tackling the issue of User adoption. She had always thought of User adoption as one big problem, but 

breaking it down into several small problems helped it seem more manageable.

Most people realize there is more to successful User adoption than training. This workshop points 

Users towards the aspects that make up a more holistic view – starting with good planning for your 

implementation to ongoing maintenance and support. As the facilitator, my role is to guide the group 

through discussions on four of the 10 ingredients to success: ownership and support, communication, 

end-User motivation, and training and reinforcement. These are the success factors most closely 

related to the change management and deployment of Microsoft Dynamics CRM.

While the course materials plant the seeds for ideas, it is the discussion that reaps the richest 

reward for your time.  At the recent online workshop, one attendee shared her experience delivering 

several trainings across teams. She found when managers attended and did the hands-on labs, they 

frequently and naturally spoke up about the purpose and expectations for use of the system. These 

teams saw much better User adoption than the trainings where managers did not attend.  

It’s a simple idea: the importance of managers participating in learning rather than giving a speech 

or sending an email about expectations. And just one idea like that can make a world of difference. 

Microsoft Dynamics CRM owners may not have thought their role was to coach managers, but now 

they have the testimony from other organizations to help bolster their request.   

And that’s the beauty of working on User adoption – small changes to your approach can 

make a big impact. Even though this workshop uncovers hundreds of ideas, the reality is you 

won’t be able to achieve all the success factors perfectly. Participants work towards incremental 

improvements in User adoption, and they start with the areas they can most easily control or 

influence. In this way, they take away a list of short-term and long-term priorities, and that’s 

enough to get started! CRMUG

The four-hour User adoption workshop will be offered in person on the Academy day (October 21, 

2013) preceding CRMUG Summit in Tampa, Florida. It may be also be offered as an online workshop 

again in the future. PowerObjects also offers a two-day in-person User adoption workshop. Visit www.

powerobjects.com > Education > Dynamics CRM Events for more information. 

Gretchen Opferkew is the director of education at PowerObjects. She can be reached at gretchen@

powerobjects.com or 612-339-3355, ext. 126.

Learning from Others on
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Congratulations to our Spring 2013 

contest winner, Deanna 
Delancey of CGB 

Enterprises, Inc.! Deanna 

found the logo on page 22 

of the Spring 2013 issue 

of CRMUG® Magazine. 

Let’s play again. Hidden 

somewhere between the covers of this 

magazine is our CRMUG logo. Can 
you find it? 

While our CRMUG logo shows up 

throughout the magazine, the CRMUG 

logo appears hidden in only one place. 

  
When you’ve found it, send an email to 
Logocontest@CRMUG.com 

with an explanation of where and on 

what page it’s at. We’ll choose a winner 

at random and will highlight him/
her in the next issue of the 

magazine.magazine.

good luck!

C O N T E S T

f ind the

I think we may have caught Dianne Elias from Speedy Services mid-bite during Th e CRMUG® Event in 

Rome this past January.  
 

What might Dianne be thinking? Simply email your submission to Captioncontest@CRMUG.com. Th e 

winner’s submission will be printed in the magazine’s next issue.

contestNAME THAT PHOTO

R
E

S
U

LT
S

No Congratulations?                     
We’re just going to assume no one submitted an entry 
because you were so grossed out at the thought of 
touching other people’s gum when sticking your own 
to the wall. Thanks for being part of CRMUG. Hope 
you “stick” around. <Cue Rimshot!>
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B
uild it and they’ll come, right? Turns out using software isn’t quite like building a baseball field in 

the corn fields of Iowa. You can have the best Microsoft Dynamics CRM setup ever, but your team 

may still ignore it. Or maybe they’ll use it, but only once in a while. 

CRMUG® visited with three User Members to find out how they handle the art of User adoption 

in their organizations. Here’s hoping that something here works for you! 

Eric Morin is director of operations for RDM, which is a financial products and services company for large 

banks. Eric oversees RDM’s customer service, host and hardware support, and technology teams. His organization 

was an early adopter of Microsoft Dynamics 3.0 seven years ago, switching from Sage because their existing 

implementation didn’t allow them to get the metrics information they needed. 

Frank Fenneran works for NTELOS Wireless as an IT/data analyst in the marketing group. His primary 

role is to look at the data the company generates to help make business decisions. Frank’s organization moved 

from spreadsheets to Microsoft Dynamics CRM in 2012. They’re now working on their second phase of the 

implementation, which will put their entire customer base in the software. 

Tiffani Harding is an inside sales manager for Ergodyne, which manufactures and sells safety equipment through 

distribution channels. Ergodyne implemented Microsoft Dynamics CRM in 2006, and Tiffani has been using it 

almost two years and loves that it’s easy to use, customizable without developers, and is integrated with Microsoft 

Outlook and Microsoft SharePoint for document storage, which was a main reason for the original purchase. 

Build It and…Most of Them Will Keep Doing What They Were 

Doing Before

Eric considers RDM’s Microsoft Dynamics CRM Users to be in three groups: service and support, sales and 

marketing, and external partners. The first group to install was service and support, an “easy” start. Three years 

later, the sales and marketing group came onboard.

“As the support division grew the database to  a large, rich repository of customers and vendors in Microsoft 

Dynamics CRM, they found that they were providing a lot of that data to the sales and marketing group,” says 

Eric. “It made sense to involve them in Microsoft Dynamics CRM directly so they could feed themselves the 

information.” 

This is where User adoption became an issue. 

“Support teams managing caseloads work naturally in Microsoft Dynamics CRM. We allowed the team to 

tweak their workflows, which made them even more efficient and required very little administrative support,” says 

Eric. “Salespeople, on the other hand, tend not to be as self-sufficient with the technology and some never really 

see an efficiency benefit. In this case, management needed to enforce the sales inputs and extra administrative 

help extended until salespeople could adjust and adapt. Once they start to see valuable, accurate pipeline data, our 

salespeople become true believers in the CRM process.” 

RDM’s external partners were using a web portal within two years of the Microsoft Dynamics CRM 

implementation. 

“Our clients are institutions that provide the first level of support on our products and service, and we refer to 

them as our external partners,” says Eric. “We built a CRM portal for them so we can collaborate on their cases 

without having to always call our second level of support. This extends the value of our customer service offering 

and is much more convenient to them and efficient for everyone.”
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Build It and…They Use It!

The retail reps from Frank’s organization are the resident Microsoft 

Dynamics Users. 

“Three days after a retail rep sells a new line, he/she receives a 

trigger to call the new customer and see if all is well,” says Frank. “He/

she then receives another call before the first bill.” 

The company is earning a good reputation from their clients for 

doing so. On the back-end, once the new customer is activated, 

they’re set up in Microsoft Dynamics CRM, and the workflow task 

is set up. When the representative opens that task, it will run them 

through a set of questions to ask of the customer. When the action is 

complete, a new workflow is triggered for the follow-up call.

Build It and…Then Leadership Drives It

Tiffani’s entire organization of around 50 Users is on Microsoft 

Dynamics CRM. The first implementation was used as our account 

data warehouse and mainly used as a sales tool, but admittedly under 

utilizing the product, it’s now a company-wide solution, servicing 

the sales, marketing, service, finance, operations, and product 

management teams. 

After a few years with only sales adoption of the software, the 

leadership team made it the company’s number one priority for 

all Users to utilize Microsoft Dynamics CRM. Ergodyne invested 

time, resources, and people to the development of 100 percent User 

adoption. We selected a super User from each department to create 

processes and improvements for the organization. 

“We want everybody to have buy-in, both naysayers and 

cheerleaders,” says Tiffani. “We tried to get a variety of different 

personalities working together to help with the deployment. We also 

made it very clear that the super Users will hand off the baton after a 

one-year term with the goal of having each person take a turn.”

Build It and… 

Now Get Them to Adopt It

“In order to get valuable data out, you must put accurate data in. 

Valuable output is the true reason to have a CRM system. Everyone 

in the organization needs to see that and understand it,” says Eric. 

Frank’s group was generally happy to have an actual system that 

worked.

“We had one guy who was so glad to not have sticky notes all over 

his computer,” says Frank. “Our store managers are also able to follow 

up with people making their calls and coach them if they’re not. It’s 

also helpful with turnover as we can shift calls to another person 

without any loss of continuity.” 

Tiffani’s org is using a peer-to-peer method to encourage User 

adoption. 

“The sales and marketing leads are having lunch-and-learn 

meetings with the super Users to teach them how to better use 

Microsoft Dynamics CRM,” says Tiffani. “It’s then the super Users’ 

responsibility to work within their departments to make process 

improvements and get further buy-in.” 

Tiffani shares that it’s been a slow process, but that they’re now 

starting to use functionality that they weren’t using before. 

Build It and…Keep Building It 

A central database has been a great step forward for Eric’s company, 

and they continue to make improvements and enhancements, making 

the product more of an xRM at this point.

“The incentive for keeping current with records is having a database 

that Users trust,” says Eric. “We allow our external partners to see 80 

to 90 percent of the data, so they would call us on it if the notes on 

their account weren’t accurate. There’s a self-motivation since it is our 

system of record.”  

Frank’s organization’s set up has been well received by the retail 

representatives, even bringing out some early adopters who want 

to add even more information to the system to better serve their 

customers. 

“Having good data from our follow-up calls has also helped us in 

making the decision to move to two calls in that first month instead 

of three,” says Frank. 

Tiffani’s organization has been able to implement process 

improvements in finance, sales, and marketing by utilizing workflows, 

campagins, and creating extensions.

“Our first priority was data integrity. Now we’re working on  

metrics,” says Tiffani. “I love Microsoft Dynamics CRM for so many 

reasons. The customization is very simple, and our non-extensive 

upgrades are easy to do.” 

Build It and…Share What You Learned

In the nature of Users sharing best practices with each other, Eric, 

Frank, and Tiffani have advice for those who are struggling with User 

adoption in their own organizations. 

Eric says there are differing strategies depending on your audience.

“With a support organization, it’s important to start with a 

process,” says Eric. “An IT tool is not a replacement for process. Don’t 

implement software to gain a process. You need to have the process 

and then add the tool to manage it.”

An advantage to Microsoft Dynamics CRM, according to Eric, 

is that you can customize it to your process and you don’t have to 

compromise. 

“Sit down with the team and really plan out a story board of your 

process, and the tool will be able to fit that,” says Eric. “If the team is 

involved, they’re invested. Using software then becomes something 

that everybody wants to do to get to the information as the alternative 

is much more cumbersome once you realize the benefits.”

Tiffani agrees with the importance of nailing the process with the 

team’s involvement.  

“You don’t want just the IT person or a programmer to know what’s 

going on,” says Tiffani. “You need key members of each department 

when you’re implementing Microsoft Dynamics CRM. After that, it’s 

all about training, training, training. That’s something that’s ongoing 

for us.”  

Ergodyne sent two people to CRMUG Summit last year to learn 

best practices and see what’s coming for future releases. 

“Talking with other people is one of the best resources for us, both 

to see what they’re doing and how they’re doing it,” says Tiffani. “The 

more comfortable people are with Microsoft Dynamics CRM, the 

more they’ll use it.” 

Frank shares that the primary thing that helped his organization 

with User adoption was top-down buy-in. 

“Everybody bought in that this was something that was going to 

help them and not a hindrance,” says Frank. “It was perceived that 

way at the beginning and was seen by our leadership team as a benefit. 

They encouraged our usage and didn’t downplay the importance, 

helping people understand how important it really was.”

Another thing to consider, according to Frank, is to only deliver 

now what you can deliver well. 

“It’s easy to see everything you want to do on the horizon, but 

implement in small chunks,” says Frank. “Then you’ll have a lot of 

small successes instead of one big failure.” CRMUG
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My social media favorites these days are…
There are so many experienced 
individuals writing about CRM that it is 
really hard to choose one (I follow about 

50 RSS feeds, just counting the CRM 
ones!). Overall I would have to say Jukka 
Niiranen (@JukkaN) has the best range of 
posts about CRM from a deep technical and 
strategic marketing point of view, as well 
as related technologies, social, and so on. I 

have no idea how he keeps up with it all and 
still has a day job!

On my desk right now is… 
A half-finished proposal for a not-for-profit 

industry group that wants to use Microsoft 
Dynamics CRM to improve communication with 
their members.

My three goals for 2013 are…
1. Keep up with the constant changes to Microsoft Dynamics CRM, especially with the 

next (Orion) release, and be one of the first to offer training for new and upgrading 
Customers.

2. I hope to find more time to write quality, technical posts on my blog (blog.crmguru.
co.uk) to share my knowledge of some of the more esoteric areas of CRM that are 
not very well documented or are widely misunderstood. 

3. One of my goals for 2008 was to get a better understanding of SharePoint®, but then 
someone introduced me to Microsoft Dynamics CRM instead. I would still like to go 
back and learn more about SharePoint as I think there is some great synergy with 
Microsoft Dynamics CRM, but I’m not sure I will find time to do this in 2013!

When I’m not at work…
I have two young kids who keep me busy (mainly providing taxi services to take 
them to various activities it sometimes seems). Having the flexibility to spend time 
with them is the main reason I started running my own consulting and training 
business in the first place. Once they are in bed, I tend to spend time catching up 
on administrative work, as well as contributing to various online forums answering 
people’s questions. I find the best way to increase my own knowledge is to try to 
answer things I don’t already know.

The best advice I ever received was…
I am sure some of the best advice I was ever given is not necessarily advice I acted 
on! I do remember my grandfather watching me tiring myself out over some carpentry 
when I was quite young and advising me to “let the saw do the work”. I still find that 
choosing the right tool for a job is always easier than expending lots of brute force 
and sweat. He would also say “measure twice and cut once”, a cautious approach 
that has stood me in good stead, and I always make sure to think a problem right 
through to see all the possible outcomes before making hasty decisions that could 
turn out to be shortsighted later.

CRMUG® has selected Adam 
Vero as our Volunteer of the 
Quarter. Congratulations, 
Adam! Adam is the managing 
director for Meteor IT in the 
United Kingdom, as well 
as a stand-up Member of 
CRMUG and the Microsoft 
Dynamics CRM community. 
Let’s learn a little about 
Adam…
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ALM Toolkit
for Microsoft Dynamics® CRM

Portals
 for Microsoft Dynamics® CRM

Web Portal Exposure for 
Microsoft Dynamics® CRM
Supercharge Microsoft Dynamics® CRM into 
an interactive, web-based services, support 
and social engagement platform.

Source Control for Microsoft
Dynamics® CRM Applications
Apply agile methodologies, manage change, 
achieve developer isolation and deploy CRM 
solutions to multiple environments.

A Complete Web Portal Foundation 
for Microsoft Dynamics® CRM

Responsive web page layouts pre-tuned for mobile, tablet and 
desktop browsers, easy-to-brand Bootstrap framework

Immersive social engagement with discussion forums, blogs, 
ideas, issues, events, page ratings, comments and votes

Customer help desk with self-service knowledge base, 
case de  ection, ticket purchase ecommerce, entitlement 
management and status tracking

Comprehensive web content management with browser-based, 
front-side WYSIWYG editing 

Build custom web applications without technical development 
using new Entity Form & List features 

Productive, Repeatable and Reliable 
CRM Solution Development Results
The Adxstudio ALM Toolkit is an essential suite of tools that 
help automate change management for Microsoft Dynamics® 
CRM development projects using a source control system such
as Team Foundation Server. 

FEATURES INCLUDE:

Solution File Management

Data Management 

Deployment Management 

Available in Single Developer, Customer-Site, Partner Consultancy 
and Non-Commercial Editions.

technical 
documentation
download free trials of 

Adxstudio Community

community.adxstudio.com

Community Portal

Partner Portal

Management

Government Portal
 

Conference Portal

Retail Portal

Company Portal

(North America)    (International)

CRMUG Summit, Booth 609

umpstart Development with Pre Con  ured Starter Portals



C
RMUG® spent some 

time with Fred Studer, 

general manager of 

product marketing 

this summer to 

talk about the world of Microsoft 

Dynamics CRM. If you have any 

doubts whatsoever about the future of 

Microsoft Dynamics CRM, you need 

to talk to Fred. He’s passionate about the current state of the product 

and the possibilities that lie ahead. We present to you now…Fred.  

The Bottom Line: The World of CRM Has 

Completely Changed

Because of a few fundamental market shifts, the world of CRM has 

completely changed. Customers – the people who would buy goods 

or products – have become smarter because they can easily access 

information about products, reviews, and insights from their social 

networks. It’s information they trust, it’s easily consumable, and it’s 

right at their fingertips. 

The result of this is that most prospects now are close to 60 percent 

down the sales cycle before they have any human interaction with the 

company they are looking to purchase from and when they finally do 

talk to that sales rep, they expect that person to know where they’re 

at in the sales process. 

Meanwhile, let’s take a look at what is happening with the companies 

who are selling to these customers as these are our Microsoft 

Dynamics CRM Customers. There is a shift in the sales and marketing 

scenario and buying opportunity, and people need to understand their 

customers in a way that CRM systems in the past haven’t been able to 

deliver. The lines are blurring between sales and marketing, creating 

almost hybrid roles. Marketing needs to understand what a customer 

needs to make informed decisions and salespeople need to be in sync 

with that information to understand what customers will already know 

when they engage with them. The right technology gives businesses 

insight about what their customer is doing as they are moving through 

the funnel, whether it’s viewing an offer or taking a trial run of software. 

When a customer comes on board, we need to make sure that the sales 

and marketing teams have the same perspective as that customer who 

already knows so much. 

A Concept in a Story: Sales, Marketing, 

and Service is Becoming Evolving

The concept of CRM as just sales, marketing, and service is 

evolving. We started to equate marketing to matching, to think about 

what people most need when they’re looking for a new product or 

service, and then went out to match that. Just like dating sites such 

as match.com® or eHarmony®, people go out on their search, saying 

“these are our needs, what product or service would help?” The new 

marketer needs that deep understanding of customer needs to deliver 

information that helps customers match to what they need. 

It’s a whole new ecosystem and aspect of matching individuals with 

the things that will solve their problems. 

If you take a people-centric approach, how do you help somebody 

buy and build your credibility by delivering on the need they have? 

It’s a unique perspective and opportunity to take relationships to 

a different level, whether you’re doing it online or in person, there is 

human interaction, and it’s a new experience for people.  

Continuing the Concept:  

Humans Make up Business and  

Want to Connect with People

Follow this story forward…once you are able to match your 

customer to the product or service that they need, now they want 

to engage. They want validation of the solution or service, a kind of 

“how are you going to take care of me if I agree to go forward?”

Humans make up businesses and want to connect with people, 

whether that’s one to one, one to many, or many to many. Once your 

customer commits, your job is to nurture them.  Think about when 

you are the customer, if you become a client to the firm, you want 

to be nurtured, and they are tasked with keeping you happy and 

extending value to you. 

An example of the nurture solution is an airline – you fly; you get 

miles. And with those miles come rewards. You don’t have to watch 

the movie “Up in the Air” to know that a little gamification can help 

you deliver an exceptional experience to your customer. 

With Microsoft Dynamics CRM we are focusing on people – the 

people who use our software and their customers. We know that when 

our Customers can engage with their customers on the right terms, 

with the right tools, in the right context, working with the right team, 

then they can really deliver unique experiences. And when you can 

nurture them as well and make sure every experience is unbelievable, 

then you get the right to do work with them over their product lifetime. 

That’s how we’re thinking about this purchasing and engagement 

process, delivering on helping businesses match, engage, and nurture 

their customers. It’s a guiding philosophy with our next upcoming 

release, Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2013. 

Delivering on Their Noble Purpose 

I’m passionate and excited about the work we are doing to enable 

our Customers to serve their customers.  

We all work for organizations who, in addition to delivering a 

Fred Studer
GENERAL MANAGER, MICROSOFT DYNAMICS CRM PRODUCT MARKETING
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showcaseMICROSOFT MEMBER

profit, focus on solving a problem, improving lives, or delivering a 

unique experience. We’re working with Customers like Revlon® and 

Aflac®, who are both trying to make things better for their customers 

and are truly thinking about delivering on their noble purpose. That’s 

something to which we should all aspire.

In the construct of “match, engage, nurture”, what we have learned 

at Microsoft is that software is about the people and that we need to 

make our technology much more personal. There are three levels of 

doing this specific to the new release of Microsoft Dynamics CRM. 

We Need to Make our Technology More 

Personal

We are delivering an entirely new User experience that puts all the 

information and resources you need to be successful right at your 

fingertips. Business process guidance helps you easily see what your 

next steps are, giving you a personal experience that is easy to use. 

We’ve also made it easier to collaborate. We know that people like 

to stay connected, so we enabled them to reach out to their colleagues 

the way they want to, whether that’s via instant messenger, chat, or 

email. We’ve now integrated communication and collaboration 

capabilities from Lync and Yammer into Microsoft Dynamics CRM. 

Add the idea of mobility, where people can take Microsoft 

Dynamics CRM on the road with a tablet. We have Customers like 

New Belgium Brewery, who not only have delicious beer, but their 

“beer ranger” goes out with Microsoft Dynamics CRM on their tablet 

to pubs that use their products and shows them how profitable they 

are and shares information on new beers that are coming out. This 

improves the way they sell and distribute and is making happy hours 

better around the world because of our software. 

Integrating Great Capabilities with 

Insight

The second is giving insightful intelligence to Customers’ experiences. 

When you start thinking about providing a marketer or seller with 

insights into their customers, it’s not just pipeline information and 

revenue forecasting – that’s stuff that everybody should do. Going 

beyond that is insight into how to better serve a Customer. 

Great context and information gathered from social resources 

enable you to see how campaigns are going and make real-time 

changes to them. Deep social insights help your sales team prepare 

for a customer engagement by understanding what is going on with 

their customer and who is connected to a particular contact through 

their social network.  Integrating great capabilities with insight allows 

us to better deliver for our Customers. 

Empowering Customers to Deliver and 

Delight

Connection is one part of a great conversation that starts with the 

notion of “match, engage, nurture”. Connecting data and process to 

empower a Customer to deliver and delight is one of my most favorite 

ideas.  

Collaborating internally and externally, adding social listening and 

analytics, enables a Customer to truly understand their customers 

and get great context on their needs. 

Great social starts with the outside and then comes in. 

Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2013 is our “make it personal” release, 

not only for the people, who we hope will love using it, but also to 

connect them with their customers.

I couldn’t be more excited about this release.  CRMUG

The Ohio River Valley 

Regional Chapter knows how 

it’s done! The group held their 

2012 holiday party at  

a downtown Cincinnati, 

Ohio, bar. It looks like they 

had a great time!

 

What might Andrew be 

reading on that slip of paper? 

Simply email your submission 

to Captioncontest@

CRMUG.com. The winner’s 

submission will be printed in 

the magazine’s next issue.

contestNAME THAT PHOTO

For more information on Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2013, check out http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics/crm-vision.aspx  

as well as CRMUG.com for upcoming webinars and events. 
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ICATION
by Pablo Peralta 
illustration Matt Mastrud

Y
ou invested time and money in a Microsoft Dynamics CRM project. The solution is User-friendly 

and fully integrates with Microsoft Office. Nevertheless, you find yourself forcing people into 

the system because they are not using it or they are doing so at a very minimal level.

Thus, several of your expectations around implementing a CRM strategy are blown, and you 

may be thinking of just giving up, resigning yourself to live with lots of Excel spreadsheets and 

tons of daily emails. 

But…before you throw in the towel, you may want to read how gamification of your business solution can 

change the picture. 

User Adoption: A Pervasive Problem

Over the years, while implementing CRM systems, I witnessed how difficult and costly it was for smaller 

companies to drive adoption by their staff. It appeared even more difficult in medium and larger companies, 

especially among the sales teams.

Digging into this issue deeper, I came across many industry studies. For example, a well-known AMR study 

showed that 47 percent of companies reported serious challenges with User adoption, putting the project 

success in jeopardy. Another well-known study by Forrester Research cited lack of User adoption as the primary 

cause in 70 percent of failed CRM projects.

Gamification in CRM
The New Paradigm for Achieving  
End User Engagement Painlessly
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Why That is a BIG Problem

Simply put, it could mean a lot of wasted money for the business 

solution implementation, but even worse, it could mean a loss of 

valuable Customer information, resulting in loss of sales, and causing 

client dissatisfaction. And that’s not to mention the time wasted 

by staff keeping and consolidating data from different systems and 

different repositories and manually creating reports. All that just 

because the CRM solution was not well adopted by the organization.

How Fun Changes Everything: A 

Personal Anecdote

A couple of years ago I was delivering training to a group of high-

level sales executives from a large corporation. They came from 

different parts of the globe for training on the new corporate sales 

process, sponsored by Microsoft Dynamics CRM.

While I was delivering the training, very few of the attendees 

were paying a reasonable amount of attention to me. To address the 

situation, one of the principal sponsors stood up and delivered a 

warm supportive message and encouraged people to get involved in 

the CRM training. The involvement didn’t last very long. 

So, the next training day I decided to do something different. I 

completely changed my training outline, and I focused only on the 

just-released, coolest feature of Microsoft Dynamics CRM: Activity 

Feeds.

Suddenly, all of them minimized their e-mails and “other windows” 

(think Facebook) and started to set their pictures, follow colleagues, 

follow entities, and write and reply to messages between themselves. 

They were completely excited and engaged.

As a result, they left the training with a very different and positive 

perception about the new business process and CRM. The difference: 

They found it funny and entertaining.

So, What is Gamification About?

You may already be familiar with this concept, and in case you are 

not, you may find several examples on the Web. So, I’m not going to 

present an official (technical) definition but rather will share my own: 

Gamification is about fun in workplace. Period.

By making things entertaining (similar to what games do), you 

can achieve better levels of engagement, motivation, loyalty, goal 

accomplishments, collaboration, productivity, and in the end, better 

results enabled by happier people.

Several giant organizations – including Microsoft, SAP, Salesforce.

com, Nike, Deloitte, American Express, and Samsung, to name a few 

– have already realized the benefits of gamification and are heavily 

investing in it.

How Can Gamification Help Fuel CRM 

User Adoption?

It helps in many ways, mostly by letting people have fun while 

using Microsoft Dynamics CRM by socializing among peers; earning 

points, badges, and trophies; taking challenges; and achieving new 

levels of reputation. The learning and adoption just flows with the 

“gaming,” justifying the benefits of acquiring a CRM tool.

Titles such as “the sales rock star”, “the Customer hero”, and 

“the Customer excavator”, to cite a few, highlight CRM Users’ 

accomplishments and also bring excitement, fun, and engagement 

into the daily work routine.

Gamification in CRM can help you:

 » Motivate completing valuable Customer records (which usually 

is pretty dry and boring).

 » Motivate tracking activities while at the office or on the road.

 » Encourage updating and qualifying leads.

 » Boost sales through rewarding Users with points and badges for 

closing deals.

 » Focus and achieve business goals by rewarding with different 

kinds of trophies that are cross-referenced to performance.

 » Resolve cases in a shorter time by rewarding with more points 

each time an incident is resolved within the same day.

 » Team collaboration by transferring what individuals earn to 

their teams, ultimately encouraging being a team player and 

gaining a reputation as such among coworkers.

 » Learn and discover how to do some tasks in Microsoft Dynamics 

CRM through challenges.

 » Adopt business processes by encouraging and rewarding each 

time people follow the processes the right way.

These are just few examples that come from my experience of 

working with CRMGamified®, but there are countless ways of applying 

gamification within your CRM solution to achieve the ultimate goal 

the entertaining way.

From the business management perspective, by tracking actions, 

managers get an accurate picture on how employees are using the 

CRM system. As such, they can identify behavior patterns based 

on which correction can be made, train Users on a specific module 

or subject, or even drive adjustments to the implemented business 

processes. These are tasks that managers and project sponsors 

have asked me to assist with while working on almost every CRM 

project.

Considerations

Gamification as an innovative trend is often the target of criticism. 

There are few legitimate complaints; the majority is the result of 

misconceptions or of the solution being applied improperly.

The most important thing to remember here is that gamification 

in itself is a tool, a very powerful tool, and hence, can be used for the 

good or for the bad. Depending on how it is set up, it can encourage 

adoption and people growth or it can encourage just competition, 

which often is what is being criticized.

The first question you may need to ask yourself is about the 

problem you need to solve, and the goals and behaviors that you want 
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to encourage through gamification. Then, set up the rules accordingly. 

That in general requires a business solutions expert that can guide the 

implementation process. He/she will recommend the best approach, 

starting with a pilot setup. This proof of concept build around a small 

group of Users is ideal in demonstrating the solution’s potential, 

allowing Users to understand how it works and to see where necessary 

adjustments need to be made before rolling the solution out to an 

entire organization.

Wrapping Up

Gamification is about fun, people having fun at their workplace, 

enjoying what they are doing, and growing and acquiring new skills 

through the use of game mechanics.

In CRM systems, gamification is being used to make boring but 

relevant tasks exciting. In addition, a well-designed gamification set of 

rules will highlight those individuals and teams who achieve business 

goals and cooperate well among themselves.

Ask yourself what problem around CRM User adoption you need 

to address and get advice on how gamification could help your 

organization. Remember to always start small, with a set of rules for a 

reduced group of people. Then measure, adjust, and have fun on your 

journey! CRMUG

Pablo Peralta is a product manager at CRMGamified and a Microsoft 

MVP in Microsoft Dynamics CRM. You can contact Pablo at Pablo@

crmgamified.com or learn more about his company at http://

crmgamified.com.

Gamification by the Numbers
 » By 2014, Gartner predicts that more than 70 percent of 

Global 2000 organizations will have at least one “gamified” 
application.

 » According to an M2Research study, 47 percent of gamification 
implementations were aimed at User engagement.
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Have a 

Winner!                     
After a quarter’s 
drought, we 
have a winner in  
Greg Younk 
from Goodwill 
NCW and his 
submission, “I 
should have had 
a V8!” Do they 
even sell V8 in 
Rome? Dianne, 
let us know. 
Greg, your prize 
is in the mail.
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...with CRMUG Members 
At a recent Minnesota Regional Chapter meeting, we 
asked three CRMUG® Members how they train their 
staff in order to increase User adoption of Microsoft 
Dynamics CRM. Here’s what they had to share.

1

2

3

1 | Britta Scampton 
TruNorth 
Britta.scampton@tnjourney.com 
10 Users

We’re actually really lucky as there are only 10 of us, so 

I can sit across the desk from somebody. We try to train 

in themes, so we’ll work on one section until we totally 

master that area, and then we move on. The other thing 

I’ve found is that dashboards are your best friend, so if 

somebody feels as though the data is being looked at by 

somebody else, they’re more likely to actually get them 

done. I had somebody cut their task list by two-thirds in 

a weekend because suddenly people could see their tasks. 

Also, adapting your different departments is helpful if you 

have very high detail-oriented people, as they’re going 

to want something different. Their value-adds will be 

different than the salesperson who doesn’t like to type or 

someone who’s always on the phone. We have the luxury 

of adapting to our small departments; it’s not something 

enterprise solutions have. 

2 | Celia Gust 
Carver County 
Cgust@co.carver.mn.us 
50 Users

In our organization, we were creating an xCRM 

solution that was really the business application, so User 

adoption was pretty simple; in order to do your job, you 

have to use it. What we did in the development was focus 

really heavily with the User, and they were our partners 

in how to develop the solution so in the end, they were 

really happy with it. I do classroom training with bigger 

groups, and I also sit at people’s desks. We have a lot of 

people who are really techno-phobic, so I just sit next to 

them, and they get over it. CRM is so great. We mapped 

their business processes up front, and then created CRM 

to meet their needs, so they are happy with it because it’s 

familiar vocabulary, process, and data.

3 | Gwen Campbell 
People Serving People 
Gcampbell@peopleservingpeople.org 
15 Users

We have the advantage of having a small User group, and 

we actually have two totally separate CRM databases. The 

one I’m responsible for has about 15 Users, so our training 

is highly customized to what the User needs to both put 

in and get out of CRM. Mostly the training is done one on 

one, but then sometimes we do offer refresher training for 

a couple people at a time. I try to do little tips now and 

then, such as a tip of the day with screenshots. Finally, since 

I’m the administrator and in the system all day long, when 

I see that somebody isn’t doing something correctly or 

making more work for themselves, I’ll share with them tips 

about how they can be more efficient or share the standard 

way we do things so the information that comes out of the 

system is something we can use.  CRMUG
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Introducing Solutions as a Service from Concerto–
an innovative approach to helping businesses move 
their Microsoft Dynamics CRM solution to the cloud. 

 
       

It’s Time for the Cloud on your Terms
           

          
             

 

        

         

        

      

THE EVOLUTION OF THE CLOUD

Visit www.concertocloud.com/crmug to nd out more on how you c n control costs  m imi e  
o er tion l ef ciency nd focus on str tegic initi ti es th t dri e your usiness.

TRIBRIDGE



Gate Software 

Limited offers 

two products in 

the Microsoft 

Dynamics CRM 

m a r k e t p l a c e , 

intelli-CTi and Paribus. QGate is 

a little different than other ISVs in 

that they also implement Microsoft 

Dynamics CRM for Users in the 

United Kingdom, a practice that gives 

them a greater depth of knowledge around the product when it 

comes to understanding their Customers’ needs. 

CRMUG: Tell me a little about intelli-CTi and Paribus. 

Rowland Dexter (RD): intelli-CTi simply and rapidly enables 

telephone integration with your business systems and line-of-

business applications (e.g. Microsoft Dynamics CRM).  We 

refer to intelli-CTi as a “light-touch” integration where most of 

the complex work is performed outside of Microsoft Dynamics 

CRM and uses CRM APIs to integrate with and message into the 

Microsoft Dynamics CRM platform. We do it this way to provide 

a rich User experience through our own software capability and to 

avoid any concerns about how Customers may have customized 

their implementation of Microsoft Dynamics CRM.

The Paribus family is all about sophisticated data matching, 

data detection, and data de-duplication.  Paribus Discovery is 

a standalone product that allows you to intelligently look at the 

data within Microsoft Dynamics CRM to identify duplicate data 

across various CRM entities. Once those matches have been 

established, the Paribus User interface allows a User to decide 

how he/she would like to process the cleansing of that data. 

The User is not limited to any particular set of records and has 

complete control over the entire process. 

Paribus Interactive, the second member of the Paribus 

family, provides an interactive way of intelligently searching and 

matching data within your data systems and line-of-business 

applications. This technology provides a data-quality firewall 

around Microsoft Dynamics CRM to actively prevent the entry 

of duplicate data, helping to intelligently identify if records 

already exist.

CRMUG: Do you have a “sweet spot” Customer?

RD: We’re very scalable in both product families and can scale 

to the needs of handfuls to thousands of Users. Since Paribus 

Discovery is a batch process, it’s 

independent of Users and can 

support any size of organization.

CRMUG: What do you have 

coming up for your Customers?

RD: Both products have a 

healthy roadmap. We’re very 

aware of forthcoming changes in 

Microsoft Dynamics CRM, and 

part of our roadmap is making 

sure we’re compatible with those 

changes. As far as tactile things, 

we’re looking to further improve our Customer self-service 

capabilities, adding self-diagnosis with implementation. 

We support a global base here, so the more that we can 

make our products resilient and robust, the more satisfied our 

Customers are.  

We also listen to our Customers regarding features and 

functionality, and forthcoming releases will include information 

gathered from Customer suggestions. 

CRMUG: How do your solutions differ from those of your 

competitors? 

RD: Most are after enhancement or enrichment, whereas we’re 

purely focused on de-duplication or duplication avoidance with 

Paribus, which is generally a problem in Microsoft Dynamics 

CRM. 

 With regard to intelli-CTi, there are a number of offerings 

in the market, but we differentiate ourselves in the end User 

experience. We have looked at the product from an end User 

perspective, and how we interact is far and away a richer and 

more complete and intuitive experience than other solutions I’m 

aware of. That sets us apart. From a technical aspect, we have 

significant experience in ensuring our phone systems are capable 

of integration. 

CRMUG: Our theme this issue is User adoption. How do your 

products help with adoption among your Customers?

RD: We see data as being the lifeblood of Microsoft Dynamics 

CRM. If you have bad or duplicate data, it will negatively affect 

User adoption. The Paribus family is there to help solve that 

problem, and by that fact, User adoption is improved by giving 

somebody a mechanism by which they can be more effective and 

efficient. CRMUG

QGate Software 

Limited

showcaseISV PARTNER MEMBER

Rowland Dexter  

®

Q
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Meet the Most Advanced Mobile CRM 
Take a new approach towards business—go mobile with your Microsoft Dynamics CRM and get closer to the real 

action. You can now work with your data everywhere you happen to be. The possibility to access the desired 

information online & offline will greatly ease your job. 

Work with your data effortlessly, astonishingly quickly, and take advantage of delightful features, such as interac-

tive maps or photo capturing. That’s not all. You can also fully customize the app and bring in the features you 

want.

Supported mobile platforms:  iPhone, iPad Android  Windows (All versions)

Get more info at www.resco.net/mobilecrm

1
Get the app for 

FREE 

2
Sync it with your 

Microsoft Dynamics 

CRM

3
Instantly enjoy the 

mobility

© 2013 Resco. All Rights Reserved. 

All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 

Resco Mobile CRM
Going Mobile Was Never This Easy



ACADEMYcorner
by Mark Rhodes, director of Member value

H
ave you been set up to fail? Or perhaps you’re setting 

up others to fail? Statistics abound regarding how 

our workforce and the skills needed to remain 

competitive are changing faster than ever. Just one 

example: in Merrill Lynch’s “The Book of Knowledge”, 

it is predicted that 50 percent of employee skills become outdated 

in three to five years. If you want your team to maintain even the 

status quo, you must foster a learning culture and support that 

environment with a variety of educational opportunities. Plenty 

of companies are figuring this out already: the annual investment 

for employee learning from U.S. organizations has grown to $200 

billion a year. 

What “training” looks like is evolving faster than ever as well. 

Technology, economic factors, and the diminishing resource of time 

all impact how our teams learn, yet make the time spent learning even 

more critical. I can remember easily when your only option was to 

travel to a remote location and sit in a classroom for several days. The 

content was hit and miss, and it was the luck of the draw regarding 

the quality of the instructor. Now, eLearning, online learning, and 

distance learning are tried-and-true formats and fantastic options for 

focused, bring-the-expert-to-you, high-value training. The shift has 

been remarkable: 

 » In the past 13 years, eLearning has experienced a 900 percent 

growth.

 » Now, more than 75 percent of American corporations use online 

learning as one of their core training methods.

 » Workforce.com states more than 70 percent of Fortune 500 

companies’ technology-delivered training comes through 

networked, online methods.  

How does your organization compare? Are you leveraging these 
new opportunities to remain competitive?

At CRMUG®, it’s our mission to continue to bring our Members 

benefits that enhance their professional development and growth, 

which is why we started the CRMUG Academy. The CRMUG 

The Revolution of eLearning

Academy provides you direct access to our own expert-led, online 

learning component we call CRMUG Academy Distance Learning – 

at a fraction of the cost of traditional training. 

When you review the benefits of the CRMUG Academy Distance 

Learning, it’s pretty clear why it works:

 » Zero Travel Costs (40 percent of employee training budgets go 

towards travel)

 » Lower Registration Fees (CRMUG Member pricing is a fraction 

of alternative education, plus, Premium Members and Microsoft 

Service Plan Members save even more)

 » Time (online learning courses are 25 to 60 percent shorter than 

classroom training)

 » Expert Instructors (subject matter experts who live and breathe 

Microsoft Dynamics CRM)

 » Targeted Content (course subjects are based on User feedback to 

deliver the content you are looking for)

 » Hands-on Training (you can practice the content and apply the 

curriculum immediately, with instructor feedback!)

 » Retention (online learning has been proven to improve 

knowledge retention by up to 60 percent)

 » CPE Credits (all CRMUG Academy courses are eligible for CPE 

credits)

To complement our distance learning courses throughout the year, 

the CRMUG Academy also offers half- and full-day training courses 

prior to the annual CRMUG Summit. Experts in Microsoft Dynamics 

CRM and related tools teach these in-person courses.  Once again, 

Premium Members and Microsoft Service Plan Members receive a 

discount on tuition, and you can practice within Microsoft Dynamics 

CRM right in class.

It’s clear that the delivery of education and training will continue 

to evolve, as will the offerings through the CRMUG Academy. Are 

you ready to equip your team for the future? If you’re not taking 

advantage of this significant membership benefit, change that today 

and visit www.CRMUG.com/member-resources/academy.  CRMUG

www.CRMUG.com/member-resources/academy
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Introducing 
The List MOBILE
Now you can get The List To Go!

Search for the products and services 

you need with the new Mobile version of 

The List! Add it to your home screen from:  

www.thepartnerchannel.com/the-list

Table of Contents

 Industry...................Page 44

Horizontal................Page 46

Services...................Page 50

The List from The Partner Channel® is your tool for fi nding the solutions available from Microsoft Dynamics® Partners. Review the various industry, horizontal and service 

off erings available and you may just fi nd exactly what you’ve been looking for! The List is unique in that it shares only those solutions and services that work with the 

Microsoft Dynamics product line. We want you to spend time using the solution, not looking for it. If you have a product or service that you would like included on The List, 

please contact Jane@thepartnerchannel.com.

NOTE:  The Partner Channel and Dynamic Communities off ers no expressed or implied warranty or guarantee for any of the products included in this directory. Support and quality assurance of these software products and services 
are solely the responsibility of each Microsoft Dynamics Partner. 

*Due to the nature of the “classifi ed” format used for The List, Microsoft Dynamics brand guidelines may not have been followed. We encourage Partners NOT to follow the example we are setting!
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D&B (Dun & Bradstreet)    
 http://www.dnb.com/crmug  •  952-393-3773 
 D&B360 for Microsoft Dynamics 
 D&B360 integrates with Dynamics 
CRM, giving users access to continu-
ally updated business data on 215M+ 
companies and 100M+ professional 
contacts, and includes real-time feeds 

from LinkedIn, Twitter, and others. 

 Journyx        
 http://www.journyx.com  •  800-755-9878 

 NEW: Journyx Inc. 
 Web-based time tracking, resource 
planning, & expense solution that 
enhances Microsoft Dynamics project 
accounting functionality. Customizations, 
data validations, multi-approval levels, 
accrual calculations, & more. 

 kCentric Technologies Inc   

    
 http://www.k-ecommerce.com
  514-973-2510  ext. 2 
 k-eCommerce ecommerce solution 
 B2C, B2B, Customer service, SEO, 
CMS, Seamless real time integration 
to Dynamics AX, GP, NAV, SL, CRM, 
Cloud based, International. 

 Liaison Software Corp    

    
 http://www.liaisonsc.com
  714-543-9877  ext. 201 
 Liaison Messenger EDD 
 Batch email, fax, print, archive Invoices, 
Statements, Sales Orders, Purchase 
Orders to customers, vendors, sales. 
Attach supporting documentation.  
Use existing reports (GP report writer, 
SSRS, Crystal). 

 

PaperSavePro       
 http://www.PaperSavePro.com  •  877-727-3799 
 PaperSavePro    
 PaperSavePro™ is a Certifi ed for Microsoft 
Dynamics document management 
and electronic workfl ow solution that 
eliminates inherent risks and ineffi  cien-
cies associated with paper. 

 Solver      

    
 http://www.solverusa.com  •  310-691-5300 
 Solver - BI360 Suite 
 Both Excel & Web-based Financial & 
Operational Reporting, Budgeting, 
Dashboards, & a pre-confi gured Data 
Warehouse w/ direct integration to 
Microsoft Dynamics.   

 

Trillium Software    
 http://www.trilliumsoftware.com/
microsoft-crm/  •  978-436-8900  

 NEW: Trillium Software    
 Trillium Software, the leading best-of-
breed enterprise data quality software, 
plugs directly into Dynamics CRM for 
data de-duplication, global address 
validation, merging, and data enrich-
ment for quality CRM data. 

Finance/Banking

 AssureSign LLC    

    
 http://www.assuresign.com  •  407-670-0400 
 AssureSign Electronic 
Signature Software 
 Integrated cloud or on-premise enterprise 
class Electronic Signatures. 

 T3 Information Systems    
 http://www.t3infosystems.com  •  202-419-5105  

 NEW: PECast 
 PECast is a Private Equity Management 
software built on the Microsoft Dynamics 
CRM platform. Captures all data elements, 
processes and relationships required 
by private equity fi rms. 

Food and Beverage 

 Flintfox International Limited   

   
 http://www.fl intfox.com  •  404-245-5116  
 TPM for Dynamics Suite    
 Integrating Trade Promotion Management 
processes into Dynamics. Sell-side and 
Buy-side, advanced pricing, planning and 
execution of deals, promotions, rebates 
and fees, plus settlement (deductions, 
claims, payments). 

Government

 Solver      

    
 http://www.solverusa.com/government/
  310-691-5300 
 Solver BI360 Suite for Government 
 As federal, state and local governments 
look for powerful BI solutions to drive 
performance and reduce costs, Solver’s 
dashboards, scorecards, reporting and 
forecasting are proving to be invalu-
able tools.  

 Thomson Reuters, Tax and 

Accounting - Government     
 http://tax.thomsonreuters.com/grm
  866-471-2900 
 Government Revenue 
Management (GRM®)  
 Providing Government Revenue 
Management Solutions.

 Tribridge    
 http://www.tribridge.com/crm311 
  877-744-1360 

NEW:  Tribridge CRM311® 
 Tribridge CRM311® helps state & local 
government call centers manage caller 
inquiries, capture new constituent 
records, and leverage automated work-
fl ows to process requests as effi  ciently 
as possible. 

 Healthcare

 Solver      

    
 http://www.solverusa.com/healthcare/
  310-691-5300 
 Solver BI360 Suite for Healthcare 
 Solver’s BI360 helps healthcare provid-
ers better manage their performance 
through user-friendly planning, bud-
geting, reporting, dashboard and 
data warehouse tools running on a 
cost-effi  cient Microsoft platform. 

 

Tribridge    
 http://www.tribridge.com/carecoordination
  877-744-1360 

 NEW: Tribridge Care Coordination 
 Tribridge Care Coordination leverages 
Caradigm, Microsoft CRM, and HealthVault 
as a closed-loop Care Coordination 
platform, providing proactive patient 
engagement and care coordination 
outside of care facilities. 

High Tech and Electronics 

 

Cincom Systems, Inc   

    
 http://acquire.cincom.com  •  877-244-2308  
 Cincom Acquire 
 Smart confi gure, price, quote + MS 
Dynamics CRM for companies that sell 
thru multiple channels. Make complex 
selling simple. Outsmart. Outsell. 

 Experlogix, Inc.       
 http://www.experlogix.com
  805-504-9729  ext. 712 
 Experlogix Confi gurator for 
Microsoft Dynamics CRM & ERP    
 Experlogix Confi gurators meets the 
demands of today’s competitive mar-
ketplace by simplifying the process of 
selling customized products, accelerat-
ing proposal development times and 
increasing quote-to-order ratios.  

 Hitachi Solutions America     
 http://us.dynamics.hitachi-solutions.com/ 
 888-254-7242 

NEW:  Field Service 
Automation    
 Hitachi Solutions fi eld service automa-
tion solution connects your offi  ce and 
fi eld service staff  with the information 
and processes needed to improve fi eld 
operations productivity and deliver 
service excellence. 

Industry
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Agriculture

 Joesoftware Inc.    
 http://www.joesoftware.com  •  780-990-0220 
 Livestock Accelerator 
 Producer Management and Livestock 
Movement/Quality Tracking accelerator 
for Dynamics CRM. 

 Condominium Developers 

Rimrock Corporation      
http://www.corerealestatesoftware.com
 416-644-1456 

 NEW: CORE Real Estate Software 
From marketing and sales to décor and 
warranty tracking, manage all aspects 
of condominium development within 
the Microsoft Dynamics platform.

 Construction

 

Hitachi Solutions America     
 http://us.dynamics.hitachi-solutions.com 
 888-254-7242  

NEW:  Hitachi Solutions 
America    
 Hitachi Solutions helps businesses 
compete with the largest global en-
terprises by delivering proven business 
and IT strategies using powerful and 
easy to use industry solutions based 
on Microsoft Dynamics AX and CRM 

Consumer Packaged 
Goods 

 Flintfox International Limited   

   
 http://www.fl intfox.com  •  404-245-5116  
 TPM for Dynamics Suite    
 Integrating Trade Promotion Management 
processes into Dynamics. Sell-side and 
Buy-side, advanced pricing, planning and 
execution of deals, promotions, rebates 
and fees, plus settlement (deductions, 
claims, payments). 

Cross Industry Solution 

 AssureSign LLC   

     
 http://www.assuresign.com  •  407-670-0400 
 AssureSign Electronic 
Signature Software 
 Integrated cloud or on-premise enterprise 
class Electronic Signatures. 

 Bottomline Technologies   

    
 http://www.bottomline.com/Transform_
Filer_for_Sharepoint  •  866-551-6934 
 Transform Filer for SharePoint 
 A powerful, easy-to-use and cost-
eff ective fi ling and fi nding solution for 
document management on SharePoint® 
that manages transactional content 
by linking documents/records with 
business applications. 
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Industrial Equipment 

 Experlogix, Inc.       
 http://www.experlogix.com
  805-504-9729  ext. 712 
 Experlogix Confi gurator for 
Microsoft Dynamics CRM & ERP  
 Experlogix Confi gurators meets the 
demands of today’s competitive mar-
ketplace by simplifying the process of 
selling customized products, accelerat-
ing proposal development times and 
increasing quote-to-order ratios.  

 Hitachi Solutions America     
 http://us.dynamics.hitachi-solutions.com/ 
 888-254-7242 

 NEW: Field Service 
Automation    
 Hitachi Solutions fi eld service automa-
tion solution connects your offi  ce and 
fi eld service staff  with the information 
and processes needed to improve fi eld 
operations productivity and deliver 
service excellence. 

Insurance

 AssureSign LLC    

    
 http://www.assuresign.com  •  407-670-0400 
 AssureSign Electronic 
Signature Software 
 Integrated cloud or on-premise enterprise 
class Electronic Signatures. 

Life Sciences 

 Armanino      
 http://www.amllp.com/microsoft-dynamics
  925-790-2600 
 Armanino    
 A Gold Certifi ed ERP/CRM Partner, we 
provide award-winning implementation 
and support for Dynamics to meet your 
industry-specifi c needs. 

Manufacturing

 Armanino      
 http://www.amllp.com/microsoft-dynamics
  925-790-2600 
 Armanino    
 A Gold Certifi ed ERP/CRM Partner, we 
provide award-winning implementation 
and support for Dynamics to meet your 
industry-specifi c needs.

  

Cincom Systems, Inc.   

    
 http://acquire.cincom.com  •  877-244-2308  
 Cincom Acquire 
 Smart confi gure, price, quote + MS 
Dynamics CRM for companies that sell 
thru multiple channels. Make complex 
selling simple. Outsmart. Outsell. 

 Experlogix, Inc.       
 http://www.experlogix.com
  805-504-9729  ext. 712 
 Experlogix Confi gurator for 
Microsoft Dynamics CRM & ERP  
 Experlogix Confi gurators meets the 
demands of today’s competitive mar-
ketplace by simplifying the process of 
selling customized products, accelerat-
ing proposal development times and 
increasing quote-to-order ratios.  

 Liaison Software Corp    

    
 http://www.liaisonsc.com  
 714-543-9877  ext. 201 
 Liaison Messenger EDD 
 Batch email, fax, print, archive Invoices, 
Statements, Sales Orders, Purchase 
Orders to customers, vendors, sales. 
Attach supporting documentation.  
Use existing reports (GP report writer, 
SSRS, Crystal). 

Media and Entertainment 

 

KORE Software    
 http://www.KOREsoftware.com  •  480-240-5662 
 KORE MediaPitch™ 
 KORE MediaPitch™ is the media indus-
try’s leading platform for transform-
ing a generic CRM into a media sales 
powerhouse.  

 

KORE Software      
 http://www.KOREsoftware.com  •  480-240-5662 
 KORE ProSports™ 
 More teams in the NFL, MLB, NBA & NHL 
use KORE than any other software. CRM 
for sponsorships, ticket sales, premium 
seating & media traffi  cking. 

 Non-Profit Organizations 

 Journyx        
 http://www.journyx.com  •  800-755-9878 

 NEW: Journyx Inc. 
 Web-based time tracking, resource 
planning, & expense solution that 
enhances Microsoft Dynamics project 
accounting functionality. Customizations, 
data validations, multi-approval levels, 
accrual calculations, & more. 

Oil and Gas 

 Hitachi Solutions America     
 http://us.dynamics.hitachi-solutions.com
  888-254-7242  

 NEW: Hitachi Solutions 
America    
 Hitachi Solutions helps businesses 
compete with the largest global en-
terprises by delivering proven business 
and IT strategies using powerful and 
easy to use industry solutions based 
on Microsoft Dynamics AX and CRM 

 Hitachi Solutions America     
 http://us.dynamics.hitachi-solutions.com/
  888-254-7242 

NEW:  Field Service 
Automation    
 Hitachi Solutions fi eld service automa-
tion solution connects your offi  ce and 
fi eld service staff  with the information 
and processes needed to improve fi eld 
operations productivity and deliver 
service excellence. 

 Joesoftware Inc.    
 http://www.joesoftware.com  •  780-990-0220 
 Remote Inventory Accelerator 
 Web-based self-service application for 
tracking customer inventory stored at 
your site. 

 Pharmaceuticals

 Armanino      
 http://www.amllp.com/microsoft-dynamics
  925-790-2600 
 Armanino    
 A Gold Certifi ed ERP/CRM Partner, we 
provide award-winning implementation 
and support for Dynamics to meet your 
industry-specifi c needs.

Professional Services 

 Hitachi Solutions America     
 http://us.dynamics.hitachi-solutions.com
  888-254-7242  

 NEW: Hitachi Solutions 
America    
 Hitachi Solutions helps businesses 
compete with the largest global en-
terprises by delivering proven business 
and IT strategies using powerful and 
easy to use industry solutions based 
on Microsoft Dynamics AX and CRM 

 Journyx        
 http://www.journyx.com  •  800-755-9878 

 NEW: Journyx Inc. 
 Web-based time tracking, resource 
planning, & expense solution that 
enhances Microsoft Dynamics project 
accounting functionality. Customizations, 
data validations, multi-approval levels, 
accrual calculations, & more. 

 JOVACO Solutions Inc.     
 http://www.jovaco.com  •  888-988-3535 ext. 117 
 JOVACO Project Suite 
 Project accounting for professional ser-
vice fi rms to manage projects through 
web-based time & expense and resource 
mgmt modules. Top features: extensive 
reporting, multi-company & inter-
departmental capabilities. 

 

Professional Advantage     
 http://www.profad.com  •  701-235-2363 
 1Staff  for Microsoft Dynamics    
 1Staff  provides an end-to-end solution 
for staffi  ng organizations from resume 
parsing to generating fi nancial state-
ments. One solution your sales, recruiters 
and fi nancial staff  can all use. 

 

Tribridge     
 http://www.concertocloud.com/psa
  877-744-1360 

 NEW: Tribridge Concerto PSA 
 Concerto PSA extends Microsoft solu-
tions via the cloud to bridge the gap 
between projects, prospects, and P & 
L. Manages the entire life-cycle includ-
ing relationships, resources, timecards, 
billing, and analytics.  

Retail

 

Avalara, Inc.      

    
 http://www.avalara.com  •  877-780-4848  
 AvaTax for Sales Tax 
Automation    
 Automate and eliminate the complex-
ity of sales tax management with 
AvaTax.  A cloud-based sales and use 
tax calculation, exemption certifi cate 
management, fi lling and remittance 
solution for Microsoft Dynamics. 

 kCentric Technologies Inc   

    
 http://www.k-ecommerce.com
  514-973-2510 ext. 2 
 k-eCommerce ecommerce solution 
 B2C, B2B, Customer service, SEO, 
CMS, Seamless real time integration 
to Dynamics AX, GP, NAV, SL, CRM, 
Cloud based, International. 

 Solver      

    
 http://www.solverusa.com/retail/ 
 310-691-5300 
 Solver BI360 Suite for Retail 
 BI360 gives retailers the ability to 
forecast, track and analyze product 
and store sales, plan more eff ective 
promotions, purchase merchandise 
that matches customer regional buy-
ing preferences, and improve staffi  ng. 

 Software 

 D&B (Dun & Bradstreet)    
 http://www.dnb.com/crmug  •  952-393-3773 
 D&B360 for Microsoft Dynamics 
 D&B360 integrates with Dynamics 
CRM, giving users access to continu-
ally updated business data on 215M+ 
companies and 100M+ professional 
contacts, and includes real-time feeds 
from LinkedIn, Twitter, and others. 

Staffing/Recruiting

 Joesoftware Inc.    
 http://www.joesoftware.com  •  780-990-0220 
 Recruitment Accelerator 
 Web-based recruiting mgmt, resume 
collection & on-boarding accelerator. 
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 Nigel Frank International    

      
http://candidate-search.nigelfrank.com/tpl
212-731-8282

NEW: Microsoft Dynamics 
Candidate Search
Browse through over 5,000 hand-picked 
and vetted Dynamics candidates at no 
cost or obligation. Get access to high 
quality candidates that are ready to be 
interviewed.

 

Professional Advantage     
 http://www.profad.com  •  701-235-2363 
 1Staff  for Microsoft Dynamics    
 1Staff  provides an end-to-end solution 
for staffi  ng organizations from resume 
parsing to generating fi nancial state-
ments. One solution your sales, recruiters 
and fi nancial staff  can all use. 

Warehouse Management 

 2B Solutions, Inc    
 http://2bsolutions.net/wimscrm/
  866-408-9991 

NEW:  Warehouse Information 
Management Solution for CRM 
 Mobile Scanning. Web Based. Track 
products, customers, orders and more! 

Wholesale Trade:  
Durable Goods 

 Flintfox International 

Limited      
 http://www.fl intfox.com  •  404-245-5116  
 TPM for Dynamics Suite    
 Integrating Trade Promotion Management 
processes into Dynamics. Sell-side and 
Buy-side, advanced pricing, planning and 
execution of deals, promotions, rebates 
and fees, plus settlement (deductions, 
claims, payments). 

 kCentric Technologies Inc   

    
 http://www.k-ecommerce.com
  514-973-2510 ext. 2 
 k-eCommerce ecommerce solution 
 B2C, B2B, Customer service, SEO, 
CMS, Seamless real time integration 
to Dynamics AX, GP, NAV, SL, CRM, 
Cloud based, International. 

 Analytics

Total Dynamics Solutions, LLC   

    
 http://www.totaldynamicssolutions.com
  612-276-5075 
 Enterprise Business Management 
 Providing value-added analytical capa-
bilities for Microsoft Dynamics. 

Application Lifecycle 
Management 

 

Adxstudio Inc.    
 http://www.adxstudio.com  •  800-508-7811 
 Adxstudio ALM Toolkit 
 Essential tools that help automate 
change management for CRM projects 
within Team Foundation Server or 
source control systems. Supports agile 
methodologies, developer isolation and 
multiple environment deployment. 

Asset Maintenance/MRO/
EAM 

 T3 Information Systems    
 http://www.t3infosystems.com  •  202-419-5105  

NEW:  PECast 
 PECast is a Private Equity Management 
software built on the Microsoft Dynamics 
CRM platform. Captures all data elements, 
processes and relationships required 
by private equity fi rms. 

 Excel & Web-based Financial & Operational 
Reporting, Budgeting, Dashboards, & 
a pre-confi gured Data Warehouse w/ 
direct integration to Microsoft Dynamics.   

 Budgeting

Solver      

    
 http://www.solverusa.com/government/
  310-691-5300 
 Solver BI360 Suite for Government 
 As federal, state and local governments 
look for powerful BI solutions to drive 
performance and reduce costs, Solver’s 
dashboards, scorecards, reporting and 
forecasting are proving to be invalu-
able tools.  

 Solver      

    
 http://www.solverusa.com/retail/ 
 310-691-5300 
 Solver BI360 Suite for Retail 
 BI360 gives retailers the ability to 
forecast, track and analyze product 
and store sales, plan more eff ective 
promotions, purchase merchandise 
that matches customer regional buy-
ing preferences, and improve staffi  ng. 

 Solver      

    
 http://www.solverusa.com/healthcare/
  310-691-5300 
 Solver BI360 Suite for Healthcare 
 Solver’s BI360 helps healthcare provid-
ers better manage their performance 
through user-friendly planning, bud-
geting, reporting, dashboard and 
data warehouse tools running on a 
cost-effi  cient Microsoft platform. 

 

Solver      

    
 http://www.solverusa.com  •  310-691-5300 
 Solver - BI360 Suite 
 Both Excel & Web-based Financial & 
Operational Reporting, Budgeting, 
Dashboards, & a pre-confi gured Data 
Warehouse w/ direct integration to 
Microsoft Dynamics.   

Total Dynamics Solutions, LLC  

    
 http://www.totaldynamicssolutions.com
  612-276-5075 
 Enterprise Business Management 
 Web based, interactive, & integrated 
planning/budgeting for MS Dynamics. 

Business Intelligence 

 Accountable Software    

    
 http://www.accountable.com  •  610-983-3100 
 Dynamics Reporting 
 LIVE Dynamics Data in Excel, SSRS, 
SharePoint, Business Portal & the Web. 

 Corporate Renaissance Group    
 http://www.crgroup.com  •  613-232-4295 
 Trend Miner 
 An out of the box BI visualization tool 
for CRM. Trend Miner empowers the 
user to gain insight into their histori-
cal information and visually see data 
trends. It provides access to all of the 
users custom entities. 

 D&B (Dun & Bradstreet)    
 http://www.dnb.com/crmug  •  952-393-3773 
 D&B360 for Microsoft Dynamics 
 D&B360 integrates with Dynamics 
CRM, giving users access to continu-
ally updated business data on 215M+ 
companies and 100M+ professional 
contacts, and includes real-time feeds 
from LinkedIn, Twitter, and others. 

 Solver      

    
 http://www.solverusa.com/healthcare/ 
 310-691-5300 
 Solver BI360 Suite for Healthcare 
 Solver’s BI360 helps healthcare provid-
ers better manage their performance 
through user-friendly planning, bud-
geting, reporting, dashboard and 
data warehouse tools running on a 
cost-effi  cient Microsoft platform. 

 Solver      

    
 http://www.solverusa.com  •  310-691-5300 
 Solver - BI360 Suite 
 Both Excel & Web-based Financial & 
Operational Reporting, Budgeting, 
Dashboards, & a pre-confi gured Data 
Warehouse w/ direct integration to 
Microsoft Dynamics.   

 Solver      

    
 http://www.solverusa.com/government/
  310-691-5300 
 Solver BI360 Suite for Government 
 As federal, state and local governments 
look for powerful BI solutions to drive 
performance and reduce costs, Solver’s 
dashboards, scorecards, reporting and 
forecasting are proving to be invalu-
able tools.  

 Solver      

    
 http://www.solverusa.com/retail/
  310-691-5300 
 Solver BI360 Suite for Retail 
 BI360 gives retailers the ability to 
forecast, track and analyze product 
and store sales, plan more eff ective 
promotions, purchase merchandise 
that matches customer regional buy-
ing preferences, and improve staffi  ng. 

 TARGIT      

    
 http://www.targit.com  •  813-933-4600 
 TARGIT Decision Suite 
 Make better decisions faster, improve 
operations, decrease costs and increase 
income- TARGIT’s BI software solution. 

Horizontal
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Total Dynamics Solutions, LLC   

    
 http://www.totaldynamicssolutions.com 
 612-276-5075 
 Enterprise Business Management 
 Providing value-added analytical capa-
bilities for Microsoft Dynamics. 

 Business Process 
Management 

  Bottomline Technologies   

    
 http://www.bottomline.com/Transform_
Filer_for_Sharepoint  •  866-551-6934 
 Transform Filer for SharePoint 
 A powerful, easy-to-use and cost-
eff ective fi ling and fi nding solution for 
document management on SharePoint® 
that manages transactional content 
by linking documents/records with 
business applications. 

Tribridge        
 http://www.concertocloud.com   •  877-977-8458 

NEW:  Tribridge Concerto 
Cloud Services 
 Concerto Cloud off ers Dynamics Solutions 
as a Service in a private cloud environ-
ment. Subscription pricing, dedicated 
resources, no shared components, and 
a complete solution customized to fi t 
unique needs. 

Compliance

 Fastpath Solutions, Inc   

     
 http://www.gofastpath.com
  515-276-1779  ext. 410 
 Fastpath Assure 
 Sarbanes-Oxley segregation of duties 
solution with built-in audit intelligence 
from certifi ed Auditors. Get the data 
your Auditors want - Fast! 

 Credit Card/Check 
Processing 

 

Azox, Inc.       
 http://www.azox.com  •  734-928-6010 
 Credit Card Extension 
 Secure, PCI validated ACH/credit card 
solution with batch processing and 
ability to store sensitive data off  site 
with tokenization. 

 Customer Relationship 
Management 

 Armanino      
 http://www.amllp.com/microsoft-dynamics
  925-790-2600 
 Armanino    
 A Gold Certifi ed ERP/CRM Partner, we 
provide award-winning implementation 
and support for Dynamics to meet your 
industry-specifi c needs.

 eBridge Connections      

  

 http://www.ebridgeconnections.com
  800-755-6921 
 eBridge for CRM 
 eBridge platform to seamlessly integrate 
customer and opportunity data. 

 Experlogix, Inc.       
 http://www.experlogix.com
  805-504-9729  ext. 712 
 Experlogix Confi gurator for 
Microsoft Dynamics CRM & ERP    
 Experlogix Confi gurators meets the 
demands of today’s competitive mar-
ketplace by simplifying the process of 
selling customized products, accelerat-
ing proposal development times and 
increasing quote-to-order ratios.  

 Tribridge        
 http://www.concertocloud.com   •  877-977-8458 

NEW:  Tribridge Concerto 
Cloud Services 
 Concerto Cloud off ers Dynamics Solutions 
as a Service in a private cloud environ-
ment. Subscription pricing, dedicated 
resources, no shared components, and 
a complete solution customized to fi t 
unique needs. 

 Trillium Software    
 http://www.trilliumsoftware.com/
microsoft-crm/  •  978-436-8900  

NEW:  Trillium Software    
 Trillium Software, the leading best-of-
breed enterprise data quality software, 
plugs directly into Dynamics CRM for 
data de-duplication, global address 
validation, merging, and data enrich-
ment for quality CRM data. 

 

Visionary Software Consulting, Inc.   

 
 http://www.crm-rules.com  •  877-276-1942 
 CRM Rules! for Microsoft 
Dynamics CRM 2011 
 Easily customize complex CRM dynamic 
forms without knowing JavaScript. 

 Data Integration 

 

D&B (Dun & Bradstreet)    
 http://www.dnb.com/crmug  •  952-393-3773 
 D&B360 for Microsoft Dynamics 
 D&B360 integrates with Dynamics 
CRM, giving users access to continu-
ally updated business data on 215M+ 
companies and 100M+ professional 
contacts, and includes real-time feeds 
from LinkedIn, Twitter, and others. 

 eBridge Connections    

    
 http://www.ebridgeconnections.com
  800-755-6921 
 eBridge Integration Solution 
 The leading cloud integration platform 
for EDI, webstore, CRM systems. 

 

Jitterbit        
 http://www.jitterbit.com  •  877-852-3500 

 NEW: Jitterbit - Dynamics 
Integration Made Easy 
 Increase the speed, agility, and reach 
of your Dynamics front and back offi  ce 
through Jitterbit Integration solutions. 

 Scribe Software    
 http://www.scribesoft.com/online
  603-622-5109 
 Scribe Online    
 Data integration for MS Dynamics CRM 
2011 online, hosted and on premise. 

 Scribe Software    

    
 http://www.scribesoft.com  •  603-622-5109 
 Scribe Insight    
 Data migration & data integration for 
MS Dynamics and legacy systems. 

 Data Management 

 D&B (Dun & Bradstreet)    
 http://www.dnb.com/crmug  •  952-393-3773 
 D&B360 for Microsoft Dynamics 
 D&B360 integrates with Dynamics 
CRM, giving users access to continu-
ally updated business data on 215M+ 
companies and 100M+ professional 
contacts, and includes real-time feeds 
from LinkedIn, Twitter, and others. 

DQ Global 
http://www.dqglobal.com/
dedupe4dynamics-software
+1 312 253 7873

NEW: Dedupe4Dynamics
Identify, validate and eradicate 
duplicate records with ease using our 
Dedupe4Dynamics application; then 
perfect records in MSCRM using the 
integrated merge/purge processor.

 

Trillium Software    
 http://www.trilliumsoftware.com/
microsoft-crm/  •  978-436-8900  

 NEW: Trillium Software  
 Trillium Software, the leading best-of-
breed enterprise data quality software, 
plugs directly into Dynamics CRM for 
data de-duplication, global address 
validation, merging, and data enrich-
ment for quality CRM data. 

 Document Management 

   Bottomline Technologies   

    
 http://www.bottomline.com/Transform_
Filer_for_Sharepoint  •  866-551-6934 
 Transform Filer for SharePoint 
 A powerful, easy-to-use and cost-
eff ective fi ling and fi nding solution for 
document management on SharePoint® 
that manages transactional content 
by linking documents/records with 

business applications. 

 Liaison Software Corp    

    
 http://www.liaisonsc.com
   714-543-9877 ext. 201 
 Liaison Messenger EDD 
 Batch email, fax, print, archive Invoices, 
Statements, Sales Orders, Purchase 
Orders to customers, vendors, sales. 
Attach supporting documentation.  
Use existing reports (GP report writer, 
SSRS, Crystal). 

 

PaperSavePro       
 http://www.PaperSavePro.com  •  877-727-3799 
 PaperSavePro    
 PaperSavePro™ is a Certifi ed for Microsoft 
Dynamics document management 
and electronic workfl ow solution that 
eliminates inherent risks and ineffi  cien-
cies associated with paper. 

 E-commerce

 Avalara, Inc.      

    
 http://www.avalara.com  •  877-780-4848  
 AvaTax for Sales Tax 
Automation    
 Automate and eliminate the complex-
ity of sales tax management with 
AvaTax.  A cloud-based sales and use 
tax calculation, exemption certifi cate 
management, fi lling and remittance 
solution for Microsoft Dynamics. 

   

Computer Pundits Corporation   

   
 http://www.eCommerce21.com  •  888-786-3487 
 eCommerce21® 
 Patented B2B and B2C database driven 
eCommerce, fully integrated with 
Dynamics, for automated production of 
Web Storefront with intuitive navigation, 
SEO and full Shopping Cart for easier 
sales from your website. 

 eBridge Connections    

    
 http://www.ebridgeconnections.com
  800-755-6921 
 eBridge for eCommerce 
 Integration with all webstores incl. 
Amazon, Magento, BigCommerce, eBay+ 

 

kCentric Technologies Inc   

    
 http://www.k-ecommerce.com 
 514-973-2510 ext. 2 
 k-eCommerce ecommerce solution 
 B2C, B2B, Customer service, SEO, 
CMS, Seamless real time integration 
to Dynamics AX, GP, NAV, SL, CRM, 
Cloud based, International. 
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 EDI 

 eBridge Connections    

    
 http://www.ebridgeconnections.com
  800-755-6921 
 eBridge for EDI 
 Web EDI solution eliminates transac-
tion fees – over 1000 trading partners. 

Electronic Document 
Delivery (Email)/Faxing 

 

Liaison Software Corp    

    
 http://www.liaisonsc.com
  714-543-9877 ext. 201 
 Liaison Messenger EDD 
 Batch email, fax, print, archive Invoices, 
Statements, Sales Orders, Purchase 
Orders to customers, vendors, sales. 
Attach supporting documentation.  
Use existing reports (GP report writer, 
SSRS, Crystal). 

 Electronic Signatures 

 AssureSign LLC    

    
 http://www.assuresign.com  •  407-670-0400 
 AssureSign Electronic 
Signature Software 
 Integrated cloud or on-premise enterprise 
class Electronic Signatures. 

Field ServiceManagement 

 Hitachi Solutions America     
 http://us.dynamics.hitachi-solutions.com/
  888-254-7242 

 NEW: Field Service 
Automation    
 Hitachi Solutions fi eld service automa-
tion solution connects your offi  ce and 
fi eld service staff  with the information 
and processes needed to improve fi eld 
operations productivity and deliver 
service excellence. 

Rimrock Corporation        
http://www.fi eldboss.com • 416-256-4995 221

NEW: FieldBoss - Field 
Service. Simplifi ed     
Automates workfl ow for fi eld service 
companies. Increase effi  ciency and 
reduce operating costs while improving 
the level of customer service.

 HR Management 

    

Professional Advantage     
 http://www.profad.com  •  701-235-2363 
 1Staff  for Microsoft Dynamics    
 1Staff  provides an end-to-end solution 
for staffi  ng organizations from resume 
parsing to generating fi nancial state-
ments. One solution your sales, recruiters 
and fi nancial staff  can all use. 

 Inventory Management 

 2B Solutions, Inc    
 http://2bsolutions.net/wimscrm/ 
 866-408-9991 

NEW:  Warehouse Information 
Management Solution for CRM 
 Mobile Scanning. Web Based. Track 
products, customers, orders and more! 

 Armanino      
 http://www.amllp.com/microsoft-dynamics 
 925-790-2600 
 Armanino    
 A Gold Certifi ed ERP/CRM Partner, we 
provide award-winning implementation 
and support for Dynamics to meet your 
industry-specifi c needs.

 Job Costing 

 Journyx        
 http://www.journyx.com  •  800-755-9878 

 NEW: Journyx Inc. 
 Web-based time tracking, resource 
planning, & expense solution that 
enhances Microsoft Dynamics project 
accounting functionality. Customizations, 
data validations, multi-approval levels, 
accrual calculations, & more. 

 JOVACO Solutions Inc.     
 http://www.jovaco.com  
 888-988-3535 ext. 117 
 JOVACO Project Suite 
 Project accounting for professional ser-
vice fi rms to manage projects through 
web-based time & expense and resource 
mgmt modules. Top features: extensive 
reporting, multi-company & inter-
departmental capabilities. 

 Manufacturing 
Enhancement 

 

Cincom Systems, Inc   

    
 http://acquire.cincom.com  •  877-244-2308  
 Cincom Acquire 
 Smart confi gure, price, quote + MS 
Dynamics CRM for companies that sell 
thru multiple channels. Make complex 
selling simple. Outsmart. Outsell. 

 Marketing Automation 
 

CoreMotives, a Silverpop 

company    
 http://www.coremotives.com  •  770-916-6485 
 CoreMotives Marketing Suite 
 Marketing power for 1,500+ Microsoft 
Dynamics CRM organizations > Email 
marketing > Lead scoring > Web tracking 
> Event management > Web capture 
forms > Surveys. 

 SalesFUSION, Inc.     
 http://www.salesfusion.com  •  800-558-1760 
 SalesFUSION360 
 SalesFUSION360 is a marketing software 
that provides email, web tracking, lead 
management & landing pages and lead 
nurturing for Dynamics CRM.   

 Mobility 

 

2B Solutions, Inc    
 http://2bsolutions.net/mobilecrm/
  866-408-9991 

 NEW: Mobile CRM 
 Field Sales/Service, Camera/Barcoding, 
Quotes, WMS, Inventory/Order Mngt. 

NAV and CRM Integration 

 

Jitterbit        
 http://www.jitterbit.com  •  877-852-3500 

NEW:  Jitterbit - Dynamics 
Integration Made Easy 
 Increase the speed, agility, and reach 
of your Dynamics front and back offi  ce 
through Jitterbit Integration solutions. 

 SalesFUSION, Inc.     
 http://www.salesfusion.com  •  800-558-1760 
 SalesFUSION360 
 SalesFUSION360 is a marketing software 
that provides email, web tracking, lead 
management & landing pages and lead 
nurturing for Dynamics CRM.   

 Portals

 

Adxstudio Inc.    
 http://www.adxstudio.com  •  800-508-7811 
 Adxstudio Portals    
 Supercharge Dynamics CRM into an 
interactive, web-based engagement 
platform with Community, Retail and 
eGovernment portals. Responsive web 
designs, social engagement tools, help 
desk, web forms & content management. 

 DynamicPoint      
 http://www.dynamicpoint.com  •  562-726-4396 
 Employee, Vendor & Customer 
Portals Integrated with 
Microsoft Dynamics 
 Extend crucial Microsoft Dynamics 
data with custom SharePoint Portals.  

 Experlogix, Inc.       
 http://www.experlogix.com  
 805-504-9729  ext. 712 
 Experlogix Confi gurator for 
Microsoft Dynamics CRM & ERP    
 Experlogix Confi gurators meets the 
demands of today’s competitive mar-
ketplace by simplifying the process of 
selling customized products, accelerat-
ing proposal development times and 
increasing quote-to-order ratios.  

 Project Accounting 

 Journyx        
 http://www.journyx.com  •  800-755-9878 

NEW:  Journyx Inc. 
 Web-based time tracking, resource 
planning, & expense solution that 
enhances Microsoft Dynamics project 
accounting functionality. Customizations, 
data validations, multi-approval levels, 
accrual calculations, & more. 

 JOVACO Solutions Inc.     
 http://www.jovaco.com  •  888-988-3535 ext. 117 
 JOVACO Project Suite 
 Project accounting for professional ser-
vice fi rms to manage projects through 
web-based time & expense and resource 
mgmt modules. Top features: extensive 
reporting, multi-company & inter-
departmental capabilities. 

 Reporting

 Accountable Software    

    
 http://www.accountable.com  •  610-983-3100 
 Dynamics Reporting 
 LIVE Dynamics Data in Excel, SSRS, 
SharePoint, Business Portal & the Web. 

 

Solver      

    
 http://www.solverusa.com/healthcare/
  310-691-5300 
 Solver BI360 Suite for Healthcare 
 Solver’s BI360 helps healthcare provid-
ers better manage their performance 
through user-friendly planning, bud-
geting, reporting, dashboard and 
data warehouse tools running on a 
cost-effi  cient Microsoft platform. 

 

Solver      

    
 http://www.solverusa.com  •  310-691-5300 
 Solver - BI360 Suite 
 Both Excel & Web-based Financial & 
Operational Reporting, Budgeting, 
Dashboards, & a pre-confi gured Data 
Warehouse w/ direct integration to 
Microsoft Dynamics.   
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 Solver      

    
 http://www.solverusa.com/government/ 
 310-691-5300 
 Solver BI360 Suite for Government 
 As federal, state and local governments 
look for powerful BI solutions to drive 
performance and reduce costs, Solver’s 
dashboards, scorecards, reporting and 
forecasting are proving to be invalu-
able tools.  

 Solver      

    
 http://www.solverusa.com/retail/  
 310-691-5300 
 Solver BI360 Suite for Retail 
 BI360 gives retailers the ability to 
forecast, track and analyze product 
and store sales, plan more eff ective 
promotions, purchase merchandise 
that matches customer regional buy-
ing preferences, and improve staffi  ng. 

 Total Dynamics Solutions, LLC  

    
 http://www.totaldynamicssolutions.com
  612-276-5075 
 Enterprise Business Management 
 Providing value-added analytical capa-
bilities for Microsoft Dynamics. 

   Sales Order Processing 
Enhancement 

 

Cincom Systems, Inc   

    
 http://acquire.cincom.com  •  877-244-2308  
 Cincom Acquire 
 Smart confi gure, price, quote + MS 
Dynamics CRM for companies that sell 
thru multiple channels. Make complex 
selling simple. Outsmart. Outsell. 

 Experlogix, Inc.       
 http://www.experlogix.com
  805-504-9729 ext. 712 
 Experlogix Confi gurator for 
Microsoft Dynamics CRM & ERP  
 Experlogix Confi gurators meets the 
demands of today’s competitive mar-
ketplace by simplifying the process of 
selling customized products, accelerat-
ing proposal development times and 
increasing quote-to-order ratios.  

 Liaison Software Corp    

    
 http://www.liaisonsc.com
  714-543-9877 ext. 201 
 Liaison Messenger EDD 
 Batch email, fax, print, archive Invoices, 
Statements, Sales Orders, Purchase 
Orders to customers, vendors, sales. 
Attach supporting documentation.  
Use existing reports (GP report writer, 
SSRS, Crystal). 

 Security

 Fastpath Solutions, Inc    

    
 http://www.gofastpath.com  
 515-276-1779 ext. 410 
 Fastpath Audit Trail 
 An agile auditing tool that records 
changes to all Dynamics databases for 
easy analysis and reporting. You can 
know what changed, who changed it 
and the before and after values. Real 
information, real results. 

 Fastpath Solutions, Inc   

   
 http://www.gofastpath.com
  515-276-1779 ext. 410 
 Fastpath Confi g AD - Active 
Directory integration tool 
 Simplify Dynamics GP, AX or CRM user 
provisioning with Active Directory. 
Single interface for managing Dynamics 
users improving security, saving time 
and money. GP solution off ers Single 
Sign on functionality.  

 Supply Chain 
Management 

 Armanino      
 http://www.amllp.com/microsoft-dynamics 
 925-790-2600 
 Armanino    
 A Gold Certifi ed ERP/CRM Partner, we 
provide award-winning implementation 
and support for Dynamics to meet your 
industry-specifi c needs.

 System Enhancement 

 

DynamicsDownloads   

    
 http://www.DynamicsDownloads.com
  419-581-2300 
 DynamicsDownloads 
 Looking for a Dynamics Add-On Solution? 
Search, Buy and Sell here! 

 Tax

 

Avalara, Inc.      

    
 http://www.avalara.com  •  877-780-4848  
 AvaTax for Sales Tax 
Automation    
 Automate and eliminate the complex-
ity of sales tax management with 
AvaTax.  A cloud-based sales and use 
tax calculation, exemption certifi cate 
management, fi lling and remittance 
solution for Microsoft Dynamics. 

 Trade Promotion 
Management 

 Total Dynamics Solutions, LLC   

    
 http://www.totaldynamicssolutions.com
  612-276-5075 
 Enterprise Business Management 
 Web based, integrated trade manage-
ment for Microsoft Dynamics. 

 Time and Attendance 

 Journyx        
 http://www.journyx.com  •  800-755-9878 

NEW:  Journyx Inc. 
 Web-based time tracking, resource 
planning, & expense solution that 
enhances Microsoft Dynamics project 
accounting functionality. Customizations, 
data validations, multi-approval levels, 
accrual calculations, & more. 

 JOVACO Solutions Inc.     
 http://www.jovaco.com  •  888-988-3535 ext. 117 
 JOVACO Project Suite 
 Project accounting for professional ser-
vice fi rms to manage projects through 
web-based time & expense and resource 
mgmt modules. Top features: extensive 
reporting, multi-company & inter-
departmental capabilities. 

 Trade Promotion 
Management 

 Flintfox International Limited   

   
 http://www.fl intfox.com  •  404-245-5116  
 TPM for Dynamics Suite    
 Integrating Trade Promotion Management 
processes into Dynamics. Sell-side and 
Buy-side, advanced pricing, planning and 
execution of deals, promotions, rebates 
and fees, plus settlement (deductions, 
claims, payments). 

Workflow / Notifications 

 DynamicPoint      
 http://www.dynamicpoint.com  •  562-726-4396 
 SharePoint Workfl ow 
Solutions that Integrate 
with Microsoft Dynamics  
 Custom SharePoint workfl ows integrated 
with Dynamics GP, NAV and CRM.  

 Integrity Data   

     
 http://www.u-linc.com  •  217-732-3737 ext. 0203 
 U-LINC®, Powered By Integrity Data 
 Workfl ow and notifi cations anytime, 
anywhere in Microsoft Dynamics. 
Works seamlessly within and across 
your existing system, is fl exible and 
easy to use, improving organizational 
performance. 

 

PaperSavePro       
 http://www.PaperSavePro.com  •  877-727-3799 
 PaperSavePro    
 PaperSavePro™ is a Certifi ed for Microsoft 
Dynamics document management 
and electronic workfl ow solution that 
eliminates inherent risks and ineffi  cien-
cies associated with paper. 

The List Mobile
Search by company name, keyword, or fi lter by Microsoft 
Dynamics product line to fi nd the products you need. 
Add it to your home screen from:  

www.thepartnerchannel.com/the-list
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.NET Development 

    Isis, Inc.        
 http://www.isisinc.com  •  804-762-4200 
 Isis .NET Development 
 Isis provides cost eff ective outsourced 
.NET development (C#, VB.NET, ASP.NET, 
C++) to our partners and customers 
worldwide at reduced rates as low as 
$20 per hour depending on project size 
and skill set required! 

Application Service 
Provider/Hosting 

 

Myappsanywhere by NetStandard   

     
 http://www.myappsanywhere.com
  888-636-HOST 
 Premier Cloud Computing Provider 
 Myappsanywhere provides a complete 
go-to-market integrated cloud solution 
delivering 99.999% uptime, customiza-
tions, no minimums and secure storage 
in its privately-owned SSAE 16 Type 2 
data center facilities.  

 Njevity, Inc.      
 http://www.njevitytogo.com/partner
  720-870-9700 

 NEW: NjevityToGo White 
Label Cloud Services for 
Dynamics Partners 
 Don’t sell THEIR ERP Cloud, sell YOUR 
ERP Cloud. With our Cloud services for 
GP/CRM/SL, YOU own the customer, YOU 
handle the billing, YOU make BIG $$ for 
the entire contract, WE make YOU look 
like a Cloud Expert. 

 

OneNeck IT Services     
 http://www.oneneck.com  •  480-315-3000 
 Dynamics Hosting and 
Managed Services Provider 
 OneNeck® provides a comprehensive, 
fl exible suite of Microsoft Dynamics 
hosting and managed services designed 
to help companies improve system per-
formance and leverage their Dynamics 
AX enterprise application.  

 

Rose Business Solutions, Inc   

     
 http://www.roseasp.com  • 858-794-9403  
 RoseASP 
 RoseASP has been hosting Microsoft 
Dynamics applications since 2000. We 
host AX, SL, NAV, GP and CRM along 
with a host of ISV solutions. Great com-
missions for the life of the contract. We 
guarantee 99.5% uptime. 

 

WatServ        
 http://www.watserv.com
  866-531-2598 ext. 2311 
 Hosting and Cloud Computing for 
Microsoft Dynamics ERP and CRM 
 WatServ is one of North America's largest, 
most experienced providers of Cloud 
Computing services for Dynamics AX, 
NAV, GP, SL & CRM. 

   Closing Sales 

 

InsideView    
 http://www.insideview.com/microsoft
  415-728-9300 
 InsideView    
 InsideView: 2013 CODiE™ for Best Sales 
& Marketing Intelligence Solution. 

 Cloud Computing 

 

Data Resolution, LLC    

    
 http://www.dataresolution.net  •  877-878-9108 
 ERP Clouds 
 Data Resolution is dedicated to delivering 
private ERP cloud services branded as 
the partners brand. We keep all of our 
cloud customers optimized & working 
24 hours a day, worldwide for the last 
11 years. 

 

GoIWx, Inc.        
 http://www.goiwx.com  •  952-258-6300 ext. 6321 
 Cloud Hosting Services 
for ERP and CRM 
 GoIWx: Bringing Personal Commitment 
to the Cloud, One Business at a Time. 

 

Njevity, Inc.      
 http://www.njevitytogo.com/partner
  720-870-9700 

 NEW: NjevityToGo White 
Label Cloud Services for 
Dynamics Partners 
 Don’t sell THEIR ERP Cloud, sell YOUR 
ERP Cloud. With our Cloud services for 
GP/CRM/SL, YOU own the customer, YOU 
handle the billing, YOU make BIG $$ for 
the entire contract, WE make YOU look 
like a Cloud Expert. 

 

OneNeck IT Services     
 http://www.oneneck.com  •  480-315-3000 
 Dynamics Hosting and 
Managed Services Provider 
 OneNeck® provides a comprehensive, 
fl exible suite of Microsoft Dynamics 
hosting and managed services designed 
to help companies improve system per-
formance and leverage their Dynamics 
AX enterprise application.  

 

Reviora        
 http://www.reviora.com  •  813-344-1600 
 Cloud ERP hosting 
 Cloud hosting for Dynamics ERP/CRM. 
Enterprise-class delivery. 

   Scribe Software    
 http://www.scribesoft.com/online
  603-622-5109 
 Scribe Online    
 Data integration for MS Dynamics CRM 
2011 online, hosted and on premise. 

 

Tribridge        
 http://www.concertocloud.com   •  877-977-8458 

NEW:  Tribridge Concerto 
Cloud Services 
 Concerto Cloud off ers Dynamics Solutions 
as a Service in a private cloud environ-
ment. Subscription pricing, dedicated 
resources, no shared components, and 
a complete solution customized to fi t 
unique needs. 

 

WatServ        
 http://www.watserv.com
  866-531-2598 ext. 2311 
 Hosting and Cloud Computing for 
Microsoft Dynamics ERP and CRM 
 WatServ is one of North America's largest, 
most experienced providers of Cloud 
Computing services for Dynamics AX, 
NAV, GP, SL & CRM. 

 Custom Development 
 

Isis, Inc.        
 http://www.isisinc.com  •  804-762-4200 
 Isis Custom Development 
 Isis provides cost eff ective outsourced 
custom development (C#, VB.NET, ASP.
NET, C++) to our partners and custom-
ers worldwide at reduced rates as low 
as $20 per hour depending on project 
size and skill set required! 

 Journyx        
 http://www.journyx.com  •  800-755-9878 

NEW:  Journyx Inc. 
 Web-based time tracking, resource 
planning, & expense solution that 
enhances Microsoft Dynamics project 
accounting functionality. Customizations, 
data validations, multi-approval levels, 
accrual calculations, & more. 

 KTL Solutions, Inc.      
 http://www.ktlsolutions.com  •  866-960-0001 
 Custom Development 
 We are a certifi ed .Net and Dexterity 
development group with over 15 years 
experience. Provide us with your require-
ments for a free estimate. 

 Data Services 

 

D&B (Dun & Bradstreet)    
 http://www.dnb.com/crmug  •  952-393-3773 
 D&B360 for Microsoft Dynamics 
 D&B360 integrates with Dynamics CRM, 
giving users access to continually updated 
business data on 215M+ companies 
and 100M+ professional contacts, and 
includes real-time feeds from LinkedIn, 
Twitter, and others. 

 Demand Generation 

 

D&B (Dun & Bradstreet)    
 http://www.dnb.com/crmug  •  952-393-3773 
 D&B360 for Microsoft Dynamics 
 D&B360 integrates with Dynamics CRM, 
giving users access to continually updated 
business data on 215M+ companies 
and 100M+ professional contacts, and 
includes real-time feeds from LinkedIn, 
Twitter, and others. 

 Email Marketing 

 The Partner Marketing Group   

      
 http://www.thepartnermarketinggroup.com
  605-574-9432 
 E-Mail Content and Services 
 Get access 24x7 to an online library full 
of unique newsletter content or elect 
the full-service options to nurture your 
pipeline of leads.  

Implementation Services 

 Armanino      
 http://www.amllp.com/microsoft-dynamics
  925-790-2600 
 Armanino    
 A Gold Certifi ed ERP/CRM Partner, we 
provide award-winning implementation 
and support for Dynamics to meet your 
industry-specifi c needs.
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Managed Services 

 

OneNeck IT Services     
 http://www.oneneck.com  •  480-315-3000 
 Dynamics Hosting and 
Managed Services Provider 
 OneNeck® provides a comprehensive, 
fl exible suite of Microsoft Dynamics 
hosting and managed services designed 
to help companies improve system per-
formance and leverage their Dynamics 
AX enterprise application.  

 Market Research 

 D&B (Dun & Bradstreet)    
 http://www.dnb.com/crmug  •  952-393-3773 
 D&B360 for Microsoft Dynamics 
 D&B360 integrates with Dynamics CRM, 
giving users access to continually updated 
business data on 215M+ companies 
and 100M+ professional contacts, and 
includes real-time feeds from LinkedIn, 
Twitter, and others. 

Marketing Planning 
& Services 

 Looking Glass Marketing   

      
 http://www.lookingglassmarketing.com
  614-453-5927 
 Cost-eff ective Marketing Solutions 
for Microsoft Dynamics Partners 
 Award-winning outsourced marketing 
services including lead generation, 
nurture marketing, email marketing, 
web design/SEO, content development. 

 

The Partner Marketing Group   

      
 http://www.thepartnermarketinggroup.com
  605-574-9432 
 Microsoft Approved Vendor for 
Dynamics Marketing Consulting 
 From strategic marketing plan develop-
ment to the critical daily execution, this 
Microsoft experienced team can help 
fi ll your sales pipeline.   

 Tornado Marketing, Inc.   

   
 http://www.tornado-marketing.com 
 608-213-0377 
 Marketing Consulting 
 Tornado Marketing off ers high-impact, 
highly eff ective marketing consulting. 
10+ years in the channel. Websites. SEO. 
Copywriting. 

  Member Organizations 

 Dynamic Communities   

    
 http://www.dynamiccommunities.com
  877-324-8880 
 Microsoft Dynamics User Groups 
- AXUG, CRMUG, GPUG, NAVUG 
The User Groups are independent 
communities that empower Microsoft 
Dynamics users to connect, learn and 
share experiences to improve their 
use of and ROI on their solution. User 
& Partner memberships are available.

OnDemand Trials

Rose Business Solutions, Inc.    

    
http://www.goERPcloud.com  • 855-ERP-CLOUD 

NEW: ERP Cloud Trials
Test drive preconfi gured Microsoft 
Dynamics AX, GP, NAV, and CRM demo 
environments with integrated ISV so-
lutions built for the web. goERPcloud 
trials help users understand the power 
of Dynamics and the cloud.

Partner Support Service 

 

Plumbline Consulting, LLC.   

    
 http://www.PlumblineConsulting.com
  419-581-2300 
 Partner Support Services 
 Leverage our Partner Support Services, 
including Support, Custom Development 
& Implementation Assistance to expand 
your off erings. 25+ yrs. 

Recruitment Services 

 Nigel Frank International    

      
http://candidate-search.nigelfrank.com/tpl
212-731-8282

NEW: Microsoft Dynamics 
Candidate Search
Browse through over 5,000 hand-picked 
and vetted Dynamics candidates at no 
cost or obligation. Get access to high 
quality candidates that are ready to be 
interviewed.

Sales Tax Management 
Service 

 

Avalara, Inc.      

    
 http://www.avalara.com  •  877-780-4848  
 AvaTax for Sales Tax 
Automation    
 Automate and eliminate the complex-
ity of sales tax management with 
AvaTax.  A cloud-based sales and use 
tax calculation, exemption certifi cate 
management, fi lling and remittance 
solution for Microsoft Dynamics. 

 SharePoint Development 

 Armanino      
 http://www.amllp.com/microsoft-dynamics
  925-790-2600 
 Armanino    
 A Gold Certifi ed ERP/CRM Partner, we 
provide award-winning implementation 
and support for Dynamics to meet your 
industry-specifi c needs.

 DynamicPoint      
 http://www.dynamicpoint.com  •  562-726-4396 
 Your Source Exclusively 
for Microsoft Dynamics & 
SharePoint Integration 
 Portals, Business Automation & Custom 
Products integrated with Dynamics. 

Social Media 

 The Partner Marketing Group   

     
 http://www.thepartnermarketinggroup.com
  732-237-8795 
 Butterfl y Publisher 
 Join Dynamics partners on Butterfl y, a 
publishing & lead capture platform that 
makes your social, blog & newsletter 
marketing more eff ective!  

Software Development 
Consulting 

 Isis, Inc.        
 http://www.isisinc.com  •  804-762-4200 
 Isis Consulting 
 Isis provides cost eff ective outsourced 
software consulting to design, build, 
& test the software your clients need 
worldwide at reduced rates as low as 
$20 per hour depending on project size 
and skill set required! 

 Training

 Accolade Publications, Inc.  

     
 http://www.accoladepublications.com
  321-206-4690 
 Training Manuals 
 User and Training Manuals for MS 
Dynamics GP, AX, SL, NAV, and CRM. 
Professionally Written--User Readable 
from Your Dynamics Education Experts. 

Martin & Associates     
 http://www.martinandassoc.com
  513-772-7284  ext. 118 
 GP, CRM, and FRx Training 
 Hands on training at our Cincinnati 
location. GP classes include Financials 
and Supply Chain. CRM classes are 
Sales, Marketing and Service. We also 
off er a two day FRx class. See website 
for schedule. 

Upgrades

 Armanino      
 http://www.amllp.com/microsoft-dynamics
  925-790-2600 
 Armanino    
 A Gold Certifi ed ERP/CRM Partner, we 
provide award-winning implementation 
and support for Dynamics to meet your 

industry-specifi c needs.

Writing/Documentation 
Services 

 The Partner Marketing Group   

      
 http://www.thepartnermarketinggroup.com
  605-574-9432 
 Blogs, Case Studies, 
Infographics, Websites 
 Use 'content marketing' to build your 
brand and drive prospects into your 
sales pipeline. 

Share your thoughts about The List with us and you could be quoted in the next 
issue of The List!  Email Jane@thepartnerchannel.com and share your story/
message/quote.



I am a Microsoft Dynamics CRM administration expert that has been helping businesses and 
organizations get the most out of CRM for over a decade. I can help you achieve affordable CRM 
success at a fraction of the cost of hiring your own CRM administrator. I am experienced in helping 

I can help with:

on the number of users I’m supporting.

Information Technology  > Customer Relationship Management > Service and Support

reply to: joecrm@powerobjects.com   |   866-339-3355

Microsoft Dynamics CRM Administrator 
Trainer | Support Specialist | Install Wizard 

Microsoft Dynamics CRM / xRM

Consulting

Form Customization

www.powerobjects.com/powersuccess




